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AJLBUaUERaUE EVENING CITIZEN
VOLUME

AIJSUQUEKQUE. NEW MEXICO. SATUKDAY EVENING, SEPTEMHEH

10

CHAMPION

AREJILOWN UP
Houses

Miles

Injuried

JIMMY

BRITT

Eighteen Rounds of Fiercest Fighting Ever Seen

Around.Windows Blown

In Prize Ring, Which Seemed to be for

From Passing Train

Britt Until the Last.

FIVE BUILDINGS

DESTROYED

Twelve Bodies Have Been
Recovered But Derbs
Now Afire
DOOMED

TWO CARS OF DYNAMITE

2:4o p. m. The ring is now being
cleared for action. The picture machine Is being adjusted and turned on
the ring, in the meantime the men
will pnst for photographs.
It is announced that all bets made
prior to Graney'g selection are declared ofr. Ad beta after the announcement that Grnney was selected do not
come under this ruling.
At 2:45 p. ni. Graney called the
men and representatives of the news
papers to the center of the ring and
gave the men instructions. The men
must break absolutely when he orders
them to do so and the fighters have
agreed to follow these instructions.
Graney will not step In between the
men while In a clinch. Then Britt and
Nelson shook hands and went to their
corners.
'
Britt was the first to strip. Britt
appeared to be In the very best of condition. He wore the colors of the
Olympic club and Nelson was attired
In green trunks. Then they posed for
photographs.
They will be off in a minute.
Announcer Jordan said: "It will bp
a contest under Marquis o Queona-bnrrules."
j
Fiflnt by Round..
Round 1 Britt led first but received a lelt hook to the face. Butt then
shot uis right to Nelson's body ami
in with two lefts to the face.
Both feit the other. Nelson rusuej to
a clinch and quickly broke. Nelson
blocked a hard left and then Britt
swung his right hard over Nelson's
eyo and drove a wicked lelt to the
body. A c.lnch followed aim Nelson
in a rush, swung left to the nose, opening a cut over Britt's uos.. Britt
sent a straight smash to the face.
Both men were extremely cartful. Nelson blocking a left, hooked a left to
the side of Britt's face. Britt looked
very determined. The round was quite
interesting and both men displ tyed all
the arts of the game. On the whole
the round was about even. It was tas-l,to be seen that both were very de,
termined.
Round 2 Nelson evaded left lead
and a moment luter Britt shot two
lefts to the face. The blood was still
coming from Britt's nose from a blow
In the previous round. Nelson forced
Britt to the ropes, side step i to left
and Britt swings one cr two wicked
left to the Jaw, da.lng Nelson. Nel
son jumped around and Brit( landed
his left to Nelson's jaw. Tile Dane
landed 2 powerful rights to Britt's jaw.
Britt then drove his right to the face
and two powerful blows over the
heart. Nelson, however, carue in for
more and they went to close quarters,
fighting fiercely. The bell rang with
the honors In favor of Britt, although
Nelson semed none the worea as he
went to his corner.
Round 3 They went at it quietly,
Britt sending two light lefts to the
face. A third attempt went wild and
they sparred carefully. Nelson forced
Britt around the ring to getTn close
ind fotv bis pains received : raking
righl to the head. Nelson itfun sent

BATTLING NELSON DEFEATS

POWDER WORKS

M iMEN
iHtittiiti
f I i t f M (OFUTHE
i M I i MMEASUREMENTS
...

JAMES EUWAHD
feet 6 inches
133 pounds
85 H inches
15 inches
35V& inches
38 Inches
28 Inches
12 inches
10
Inches
7 inches
Inches
19i,
13 inches

5

BRUT.
BATTLING NELSON.
5 feet 7 Inches
Height
Weight
133 pounds
67 Inches
Reach
15 Inches
Ne.'k
Chest, Noimal
34'4 inches
37 Incnes
Chest, Expanded
25 inches
Waist
12 inches
Biceps
.11 H Inches
Forearm
Inches
Wrist
7i20 inches
Thigh
14 Inches
Ca'.f
7 Inches
Ankle

Connelsville, Pa., Sept. 9. The
Rand powder works, six miles from
7 inc'nes
Uniontown, Pa., blew up tins morn
em
ing. There were about fity men
pluved In the works and it is feared
many were killed. Relief parties from
San Fianclsco, Cal., Sept. 9. The
Connelsville and Uniontown left for crowds that made the trip to Colma
the works.
glove
today to see the
contest, started out without any def- Willing Hand Hunting Dead.
Inlte Information as to who will fill
position of referee.1
Among the six bodies recovered the
Manager
11 o'clock last night,
was that of Mr. Rand, manager of the
declared positively that he
plant. There are said to be from
thirty-fivto forty bodies still in the would not accept Jeffries. There the
The
ruins. The rescue work is being car- matter stands this morning.
ried on by hundreds of willing hands weather promises to be favorable for
In the hopes that some may be taken taking pictures of the contest.
Battling Nelson weighed in prompt- from the ruins alive.
ly at 10 o'clock today, as provided for
In the articles of agreement.
His
FIVE BUILDINGS RUINED
BY TWO AWFUL EXPLOSIONS. weight was 132,4 pounds, Just half a
weight.
Fairchance, Pa., Sept. 9. A tele- pound under the stipulated
phone message from Connelsville said Britt was 7 minutes late, but forfeit,
have been claimed, was
the dead would probably be between whirh might
twenty and thiity. The Rand Powder waived by .Nelson. Britt tipped the
Company had five buildings, and em- scales at exactly 133 pounds. There
o
men. The
ployed about forty-fivfive buildings are said to have
IF K
been destroyed. Six bodies were taken
exfrom the ruins. There were two
plosions.
Brltt-Nelso-
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WINNER
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PASSING TRAIN LOST ALL
WINDOWS FROM THE JAR.
Connelsville, Pa., Sept. 9. It Is
stated that the explosion started In
the powder house and communicated
itself to all the other buildings.
A passenger train on the Baltimore
& Ohio, northbound from Morgantown
to Connelsville, was the scene at the
time of the explosion. The train was
Jarred tremendously and every window was broken.
Passengers were cut by showers of
glass which, fell about them. The
conousslon was lHte"wn Tarrhrrnafce' to
the country round about; and In surrounding towns caused great excitement. Manager was not killed, but
seriously hurt. He Insisted on being
carried to a telephone so that he could
talk to his wife in Uniontown, because
he knew she could hear the roar of
the explosion.
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been
taken from the ruins.
For miles
around Fairchance, buildings were
blown over, and at Uniontown. seven
miles from the explosion, hundreds of
windows we;e broken. Scores of people in Fairchance liave painful injuries. The debris Is now on fire, and
two cars of dynamite, that cannot
be removed from the vicinity, of the
ruins, are momentarily expected to explode.

'

v KLONDIKE MERCHANTS
FIX UNIFORM PRICES
Tacoma, Wash.. Sent. 0. Merchan- dise wars promise to become a thing!
of the past in the Klondike. Whob
valors and retailers have organized for
the first time in the history r the
camp, and have formed a combination
to maintain the uniform quota'lons
for the Dawson market. The undertaking became effective last week.
The nailers have stiffened a number
of their quotations. On the whole, the
wholesale rates are changed but little,
while every Jobber or wholesaler has
once price to offer. The only difference that may be gained getting prices
will be on the different quality of
goods.
This, at least, is the purpose
of the organization, and all of the
Dawson merchants are In line.
GERMAN

EAST AFRICA

AND H IS TRAINERS.
Battling Nelson

STRANDED

Singapore, Straits Settlement, Sept.
8
The Gorman protected cruiser.
which left this port yesterday
for German Ka.-- t Africa, in view of the
rebellion there, struck on the sub- merged Kent rocks, twelve miles from
here. The remains are stranded there
In a bad position. Ail efforts to haul
her off have proved unsuccessful.
See-adle-
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FATAL COLLISION
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Britt-Nelso-
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TRAINS TODAY

Dead: John Rankin, engineer Central railroad train; Henry Baker, conductor same train; Frank Bond, Phila- probability were fatally Injured ear'.y rtelnhln
lirnkemnn Phllnrtalnhln Ac
today In a collision between freight Reading train. A special medical train
trains of the Philadelphia & Reading followed the collision and the local
railroad and the Central railroad fire department was called out to ei-o- f
New Jersey.
tinguish the flames.
Philadelphia, Sept. 9. Three trainmen were killed and two others in all
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Both led with lefts, mlss - 4vavered.

Receiving two stiff hooka

ltritt sent In several Jabs with and a right to the Jaw, he kept going
he left to the face, and right to the In, but Britt forced him to a clinch
face also, out pointing the Dane. A with terrific right and left clouts to
right upper cut caught Britt on the the Jaw. Even then the Dane seemed
face, and Hrltt fought back, lauding to take punishment without any ap-his left lightly at will. Nelson went parent effect, and showed no distress
after Britt to keep close quarters, from the constant ripping of Britt's
but Britt was too shifty and clearly left and right punches. Brltt again
outboxed Nelson. Britt then landed had the advantage.

a stiff right to the Jaw, wobbling
Round 13 They missed lefts for
Nelson's head. Then followed a fierce the face. Nelson followed Biitt to the
exchange, both landing telling biows. ropes, but Jimmie peppered away with
Biitt shot his lelt twice to the Jaw, lefts to the head. Britt then swung
and then put up two stiff rights to the two rights to the head and received
same place. Nelson continued to be In return a right to the face. Nelson
t J'
the receiver geneial of Britt's left continued to force Britt, around and
and rights clouts, but nothing couid Britt, as ever, landed three blows to
him.
In the mix' a left band Nelson's one. Suddenly Nelson shot
j stop
caught Britt In the Jaw, but he was a terrific left to Britt's Jaw, staggering
Britt him. Nelson followed his advantage,
not affected by the punch.
clearly outpointed Nelson and had the swinging left and right to the Jaw.
advantage.
Both were very tired and Britt waa
back very weakly.
Nelson
Round 11 Both missed left swings fighting
made a wonderful rally In this round,
con
He
usual.
as
Nelson
forced
and
and
out.
all
looked
Britt
be
stantly bore In. but Britt kept send-- I son, too, appeared totired, but wentNel-t
Ing light and left blows to Nelson's his corner
with much in his favor.
Jaw. Britt stabbed Nelson with left
BRITT AND HIS TRAINERS.
14 They at once mixed it.
Round
landing
Critt
IwoJ
face,
the
Jimmy
'to
and
after
Spider Kelly
Frank Rafael
similar blows, shot left and right hard Ilrltt landing three lefts and a right to
Mtil. tbe face.
Britt missed a hard left
f.i Vi. iau Imt aaiiM wit vtinlr
B
Tue7 etched and drove In right and left to the
5
in two straight lefts and they mixed
.
T
ny
iiwiii
nit: i
It in the middle of the ring. Britt outand. exchanged lefts to the face, Britt head. Britt kept peppering at NelIn a rally swinging rights and lefts son, but the latter always caJiie to
classed Nelson in ShiUiiu ss, but this blows.
then
clinchRound 9 N'iNon oo. nered and
to the face and Jaw. Nelson still the scratch, and It seemed that no
did not disturb the Dane.clo.--They
e
quarters, forced Britt ar tiiI as usual, Britt went In, but his blows were short. amount of punishment would stop
ed and fought hard at
landed'
Nelson upper cutted Britt with left him. Britt hooked right to the head
Referee Graney constantly ordering irying to keep In off. Britt
then another to U)e jaw an(, ,ne gon(? rang w)th and then shot his right to the Jaw,
the men to brink. Britt 'lien swung two more bit Jabs and followed
with the men In a clinch. Britt seemed to and for the first time Nelson broke
bis left to the face and gave a fierce and then another, and
right to the face, staggering Nelson. a right hook to the jaw. All of this
have gained much strength and con- ground. However, he bore in and reto phase the Dane, who al- tinued his systematic battle of pep ceived Britt's left thrice iu the face.
Britt then sent Nelson to his haunch failed
struck
ways
waded In for more. Britt
pering Nelson with left and right Nelson then hooked bis left to the
es with a territic right to tne jaw
Jaw, and they mixed it in Ilrlit's corrat her low and wad warned. In au ex- - sla,s anil Jolu. MrRfs round
Nelson was up quickly and received change
to
upper
cms
ner, belli bonding In hard knocks.
Nelson put two
more nun Ishnietit. The blood stream
12
They
and
missed
left
Round
body,
Britt,
Nelson fought hard nt close quarters.
and then
the bell Britt's face and
ed from Nelson's nose n
following
right
exchanges,
Nelson
condiexposed
unmindful of the constant lefts that
and kel- finding Nelson In an
tars.. It as Prist's round
landed two territic rights anu nnu an arounti tne ring, mm M'lijlriu shot in at h.'ni. Brut was niuctt
son looked none too che. rful as ho tion,
trya
back,
the
sent
Dane
kept
terrific
a
and
fresher in this round and the round
left to the Jaw. Nelson
took his seat.
Britt; closed with the advantage ou his
lug to get to close quarters, but Britt right upper cut to the body.
Round 4 After both misstd lefts, smashed him at will with lelt and followed with a right and lelt to the Sill)
fierce-IBritt landed wiih left and right huirged
right to the face but could not keep jaw and then followed with a left
Hound l.i Both were up quickly,
on Nelson's Jaw. NcNon
Dane at a distance. Britt had the hook to the Jaw. Britt shot 'wo lefts Britt sending left to face. They clinch-- !
the
terrific
two
and for his pains received
osiily
sore
place,
to
and
every
Inch,
Nelson's
this
battle,
honors of
Nelson using right upporcut to the
wallops, left Biid right on the body. round, which bad been contested at avoided Nelson's amateurish efforts ed,
head. Britt missed most of his blows
Britt peppered away at the sore nose, most to the limit of human endurance, at retaliation. N lson, however, never and
thou stiot his i ft hook to the
but Nelson constantly came In for
wind. Britt then hooked loft in Nelmore They clinched and Hrlft swung
son's stomach and drove his right to
two lefts to the head and was rewardthe lit ad, smothering Nelson's attempt
ed bv right swing to the face. Britt
IS
to counter. Nelson continued to force
then drove right and 1. ft n the face. RUSSIAN
Britt and as usual received left smashBoth men fought fiercely and then
es to the head. Britt started the blood
Britt shot a hard right to jaw and left
with a lift to the nose and Nel-- ;
SHOWN AT BAKU trosh
to stomach. Britt then pu his left ovson was importuned by Britt in the
or the heart. Blood wa fiowlng from
clinches, ltritt shot bis left with great
both men's faces as the men sought
precision to No son's nose, startiuij
ties.heir corners. Both men fought
pciersburg, Sept. 9. Private ad- - nioiiian h shop of Shiish.i has sent a the blood in a stream. Nelson dodged
perately eery Inch of tie way and
nt-vinraii bethere y ;t much
Us from Baku say that the tnuchin- - m(.SB,,,.,. id th authorities hero say - ','"1 received two smashes that made
hind the i," lows It wa- Britt's round. ery of a, mi" oil wells lias already neon ing that tin legislat ion and resultant ii ill w line, m in w a a fill 1 ll K ,nsun a
futv lnor(.n,.,,sly as tae KOnc rallK. t
Both sparred and Britt's; ib st o.ved.
Round
Desulte the temporary
'
misery are appalling. The fighting- was all Britt's.
left wont .round N son's ear. A ow- - bill, a renewal of warfare and
j
Nelson on
is expected momentarily. between the Ta.tars and the Armeii-- . Uoiind H'. Roth missed lefts for the
a. lop oam-M- '
erfnl right
,, v,.!.,,.,
,
uninterruptedly , for:,
continued
rone
the head rind a b ft lan I' d over bis Tens of thousands of hungry and un- live day
....
.. ..
:n
I.
aii-niei Britt fought every step of the way.
looiuieus to Miii-hetrt. Britt swung at the left but it employed persons, whose ranks are wounded are
llng in the streets. The Biitt hooked his left to body. Nelson
v
Increasing, constitute an
was blocked as they clinched. Britt
p
adds that the greater part of bride to get to cae quarters in
Jim addii 'ii ul danger.
SWUtlir a SWltt lelt lO ."inun
the town now consists of charred! Drill's corner and almost slipped to
but the Dane never st.mped and alurns, ii" urgently appeal tor ioou llU knoeg
Thon i,riu 8ivng his ad- forced Britt aroun 1. Britt con - DEAD ROT IN STREETS AND
THOUSANDS ARE STARVING aim uiiii'r iieessiiies ioi 1111: s'aiiui;
....oi,. ,,.u,i with left mid right and
'I'
Tlflis, Caucasia, Sept. 9. The Ar- and homeless thousands
(Continued on Page Five.)
fina.ly rocked Nelson with a left to
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YET FURTHER

-

STOUTEST

FREIGHT

HELPLESSNESS

EVIDENCES OF EARTHQUAKE
APPALL

BETWEEN

4

Geo. Braun

was no manifestation of 111 feeling, mission to his training camp.
though it is believed the final settleGraney for Referee.
ment of the referee question will only
be made at the ringside.
Graney. at 2:30, Pacific time, ap
peared In the ring and will referee
the Britt Nelson fight.
Fight.
The
2:30 p. m., Pacific time. Waiting
Colma, Cal., Sept. 9. Not since Jim
Corbett and Bob Fltzsimnions loxed for Nelson and Nolan. During all the
in Carson City, has any prize fight at- squabbling regarding the appointment
tracted as much attention as the bat- of a referee, Jimmy Britt sat. In the
tle which Jimmy Britt and Battling corner originally selected. Britt look
Nelson will fight this afternoon In the ed very determined and ever and anon
new pavilion erected within the Union turned smilingly to his friends at the
Coursing Park enclosure. Nearly all ringside.
2:34 p. m. Nelson appears. He was
the important fighis since the
affair were between tremendously hooted by the crewd
heavyweights. No contest between present. Nelson's face bore seeral ab
lightweights of the importance of the rasions, the result of training knocks
two fighters who aie to meet today, Nelson was quickly Introduced as the
The
has taken place for many years, and hardest nut in the business."
it Is that fact as well as the condi- crowd cheered. Britt was Introduced
tions of the fight which will make.it as "The native son of the golden west
a memorable event.
and the pride of California." He was
but the reception was none
At first the proposition was to make cheered,
the fight one of fifty rounds, but that too generous.
E.lilie P anion was Introduced and
was afterwards changed to forty-fiv- e
rounds. Even as it Is, there is scarce- cha b nged the winner. Jimmy Gard-nesaid he had posted $l(loo and chally any doubt that It will be a finish
as both men are too active and lenged th- winner. Aurelio Herrera
with a challenge.
swtt fighters to make it probable that also was there
Nelson's seconds were Jack Coyle,
the battle will go on tor so many.
rounds without one or the other being' Prod Landers. Manager Nolan
All Bets Called Off.
knocked out. The mill is practically
for the lightweight title, as the condiIt was announced tiiat on account of
tions are In accordance with the rules a change in the referee and to protect
of that class.
the public on thia score, that It wou'd
Today being "Admission Day," a
be better to call off all bets. It was
holiday in California, commemor- further stated that this was done to
ating the admission of California into Insure a fibt strictly on its merits
,llu statehood, the fact thai the fignt and eliminate from the match all the
'"'s been set for today is attracting gambling features. The announcement
a much larger attendance
than it of this course was cheered by those
would have attracted on any other present.
The club explained that as
day. The management of the Colma the he's were made with the Idea that
Athletic Club, under the auspices of Jeffries wou.d be the referee, the
which the fight Is arranged, counted
of another man nullifies ail waon the holiday to inert ase the box re- - gers made on the contest.

HEARTS

j

Nocera. lialy, Sept. ft Travelers ar- from Calabria are pre foundly impressed Willi the eanh
quake disaster. The depot at Pargh-eilsis comp etely destiued.
Travelers recount having
village's reduced to ruins, men and women weeping and steking to find anil bury the
bodies of their relatives. All depots
from San Giovaul to Santa Efuamia
are Invaded by the population demanding succor. The spectacle is
riwiiLi here

CRUISER FOR

'

'

EMPIRE

SEEM SOMEWHAT IMPROVED

ing.

NELSON

Stanford Universit. Cal., Sept. 9.
Professor James P. Smith, of the Department of Mining and Geology, has
returned to the University from a trip
through the northwest, where he spent
a portion of the summer in scientific
investigation connected with monographs, which are to be published
by the United Slates Geological Survey. These monographs
deal with
shell fish fossils, and when completed
genera
will contain all the
of the
west. The first monograph is to appear in the fall, and will contain but
one specie o''
of the seventy odd
genera. Tin; it.ond monograph will
not appear iuv several years, owing to
its exhaustive character.
After leaving the university, two
weeks were spent in the western
Humboldt range in Nevada. Two more
weeks were spent in the Wasatch
range. In southeastern Idaho. Prof.
Smith then spent some time In Shasta
county, California. He has been over
this field throe times, and in his last
Investigation found many new and
valuable specimens. The discoveries
are principally triassic ammonites,
and will require several years of study
before their exact Identity is ascertained.
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Bob Lunde

IN THE NORTHWEST

AFFAIRS IN ISLAND

TWO

Two Cars of Dynamite.
At noon twelve liodies had

E0UND NEW FOSSILS

NUMBER 2'M

1005.

desperately. Rrltt doing terrible execution with his persistent battering
and Nelson appears to be weakening
as time goes on. Britt had the better
of the round. He landed four biows
to Nelson's heart and they were alt Foreign Office Makes Known Condition of Armistice
hard Jolts. Nelson looked shaky at
the end of the round.
No Reinforcements of
Army
Round fi Nelson shot two lefts at
folBritt and backed away with Britt
lowing him, ragerly looking tor a
Navy Remains Active.
mix.Nelson tualghtened him with
left ar.d rigiit books to the face. Suddenly Nelson sent In a vicious left
clout to the law and In the mix after
receiving right and left to the face OYAMA AND L1NEVITC1I WILL ARRANGE DETAILS
was sent, to Ins corner with right and
left chops to the Jaw. It looked bad
for Billt and hi seconds threw water
on him. It was a terrible fight, Nel- Members of Both Houses Talk With Ministry
Another Attack
son raining blow after blow on Britt's
apparently
jaw and lace. Britt was
On Minister Yoshikiwa's Residence Disturbance
helpless. Nelson was tired from his
any
own exertions and could not land
Has About Subsided
n.ore b.os. As the gong rang Nelson
was the ?t ronger and it looked as if
Britt could not have lasted much long
or. He came back gamely but'was too
TREATY BETWEEN EMPERORS
weak to do any damage. Nelson look ROSEN DENIES SECRET
ed confident and Britt looked much
distressed. Nelson's round.
Round 7 Nelson shot a left to the
ot Cape Soyd and
Toklo, Sept. 8.- -4 p. m. (Belayed agalnst foitific-atloface and Britt contented himself with transmission.)
office that Japan is to have free hand In th
The foreign
boxing. He swung a left to the face
government
of Korea, becomes known,
this afternoon
and then right to the face. Nelson broke Us long silence
informed the public that the arm- it Is expected that popular Indignation
was unrelenting
and followed Britt and
5.
will be considerably allayed.
became effective September
around trying to send In a vital punch istice
p. m. (Delayed
Toklo, Sept.
It provdles for neutral rones in ManBritt drove two lefts to the Jaw that churia,
In transmission.)
and
river,
Another attack
along
the
Tumen
an ordinary
would have staggered
any i enforcement or troops was made upon the residence bom
fighter. Nelson seemed to feel like debars
howof Minister Yoshlklwa early this
now
the field. It does not,
absorbing Britt's biows, however. The ever, insuspend
activity, nor the morning. Members of the mob closed
pace was so strong that both were right of seizurenaval
on sea. It leaves the In on the building, into wbich they
tired. Nelson drove Britt to the ropes general details to the commanding threw firebrands, and succeeded In
with left and right to the Jaw, and
starting a small blaze, which the miliOyama and Linevltca,
mixing. Britt swung right and left, to Generals,
tary guards extinguished, and then
the jaw. but they had no apparent ef PREMIER MEETS MEMBERS
beat off the attacking party. It is refect on Nelson.
Britt fought Nelson
ported that explosives were thrown at
HOUSES.
OF
LEGISLATIVE
from the clinches, finally landing a
the building, during the attack, but ls
8.--5:30
(Delay
p.
m.
Toklo,
Sept.
left hook to the body that staggered In
The guards capAn informal meet Is not confirmed.
transmission.)
BiTitt followed
Nelson perceptibly.
tured twenty of the attacking party.
m
toaay
ing
ivuuiui
ueiweun
with right and left
b!s advantage
swings to the jaw as Bell rang and and members ot both nouses, repre- - LAST NIGHT WAS WITHOUT
Nelson went to his corner seemingly sentlng their respective paities andDISORDER; TODAY QUIET.
associates, was bad, and Count KazIt was Britt's round.
in distress.
Sept, 9. Last nlgnt was unregarding
a
Toklo,
tura
made
statement
full
dancing.
up
8
Nelson came
Round
eventful, and this morulng orderly
Britt missed several left leads and peace negotiations.
Baron Yamato, minister of the navy. and quiet. The belief Is growing that
broke giound before the Dane. They
sparred, Britt holding Nelson back who was present at the meeting, said- the disorder Is ended.
with lefts to the bead.
Britt then that although there was strong popu- STORY OF SECRET TREATY
lar dissatisfaction with the terms of
slipped to the floor and was un quick- peace,
FOR SIX HUNDRED MILLIONS,
it must be borne in mind thatj
ly, Nelson shaking has hand. They exNew Yoik, Sept. 9. Baron Rosen
changed rights and lefts to the head. a far heavier sacrifice of life would
Nelson went to close quarters, got be necessary to take Vladivostok today gave out an emphatic and
that involved in the captuie of! qualified denial of the story cabled
Britt In a corner, but Jimmy sent a
monetary frou London to the effect that a e
terrific right to the jaw. Nelson re- Port Arthur, lesides a heavy therefore,!
cret treaty has been arranged direct-h- e
taliated with left and rlgbt to the Jaw, outlay. It was advisable,
said ,to be satisfied with the pres j ly between the Emepror of Russia
staggeilng Britt and they went to a
and the Emeperor of Japan, providing,
clinch. In the center of the ring they ent terms.
M. Olshl, leader of the progressive among other things that Russia Shonld
exchanged right and left upper cuts,
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with fearful rlgbt and left wallops. the fact that no stipulation exilats of war.
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splr-Nola-

Rritt wriggled out of a corner!

and Nelson swung a left to Jaw, sending Britt to the ropes. The exchange
of blows in the middle of the right
was terrific, both fighting hard and

y
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went so tar as to sell tickets of ad

n

jaw.
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MINISTRY WILL MEET TO
CONSIDER MEASURES OF AID
Rome. Sept.
Cabinet of ministers will probably be heel tomorrow to
consider measures of relief for the
from vesterimy's earthquake In
M.-

a

s

King Victor Kmanuel has
given lu.uoo for the relief of families
of victims. At Messena, Sicily, the
walls of many of the bouses and
churches were cracked by the earth-nuakanil otherwise were more or
less seriously damaged.
Calabria.
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There will be some Big Real Estate Sales made between now and Spring

Altfqteqtte Always Booms in the Winter
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niture line. Our mammoth furniture emporium Is replete with
everything to make housekeeping 'pleasant and at prices that
will not hurt your pocketbook.
It will pay you to Investigate
our stock before purchasing.
can furnish your home coin- Special attention given to
mall orders. "Get the Habit."
J. D. EMMONS,
Successor to Futrelle Furniture
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A large

Out of Eighteen Cases

Pilsner Beer
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amined Twelve True Bills

Is what we are doing with every
one who tests Its delicious flavor and strengthening qualities.
There Is no warm weather beverage that can compare with
this refreshing drink on a warm
day.. It Is not only pleasant to
taste, but Is Invigorating and
wholesome. $3 per case of two
dozen quartes; $2 per case of
two dozen pints.
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palatable and wholesome.
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A, BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Em bal rher

City Undertaker WSSER
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When glittering waters kissed their keel.
And seraph gales were free!
1'vo Been them start for cloudless climes
t
Along a
way;.
Alas! these waiting eyes of mine,
Where are my ships today?
Mar-brigh-

I

Space telegraphy Is about to make its bow to the
Chicago public in a series of tests before practical telegraph men and electricians. A Chicago man, G. F.
a practical electrician, is the Inventor of a new
system which he believes will revolutionize the present
eystem, Including wireless. Mr. Piggott claims for his
system that it is a combination of all that is good in other systems. The points he relies on are: "It is a combination of the best points of other systems. It wastes
per cent of its energy in transmission. It
only one-hal- f
can send messages to any special point without going to
all points on the line. No poles are required at the receiving stations."
,
PiK-got- t,

FAIR ALL ABSORBING

WHAT CONSTITUTES

re-nil- it

'

s

--

A GEM

AND FACTS ABOUT THEM
San Francisco Chronicle

I

It

difficult to define today, says Dr. George F.
bulletin on "Gems,
Jewelers' Materials and Ornamental Stones of California," what Is meant by a "precious stone," for the mineralogist would give one definition, the Jeweler another;
the archaeologist still a different one, while the scientific
collector and the gatherer of curios and souvenirs would
not agree with any of the others?
A gem mineral, or a "precious stone," may be defined as a mineral of any sort, distinguished for its beauty,
durability or rarity, especially when cut und polished. VOTING FOR CARNIVAL QUEEN
There are only a few really precious stones the diaCOMMENCES IN EARNEST
mond, the ruby and sapphire (Identical in composition),
the emerald and occasionally the pearl (which is of ani- INDICATIONS
ARE
THAT CONmal origin) Is Included; formerly a. so the opal.
TEST WILL BE VERY CLOSE
AND EXCEEDINGLY
INTERESTSome twenty years ago jewelers sold only a few vaING.
rieties of stones; today tiiey keep in stock anything
known to the mineralogist and demanded by the
Voting in the contest for Queen of
the Floral Parade, the Montezuma
Hall and the Territorial Fair, has he- The consumption of gems is larger than most people' gun
In earnest, and the first day of
realize. Take one trade alone, for example. The watches the voting, which commenced yestersevmanufactured annually in the United States use from
day, Indicates that liie content will
en to twenty-onJewels for each watch. The consump- be very close and equally Interesting.
tion annually amounts to over S.'mhi.iiiiu ruby and sap- Last night the ballots were counted
phire watch jewels, and over T.oiiil.omi gurnet jewels, and the result shows that the contest
while over 15,000 carats of bort diamonds are consumed has started off with a rush.
Tho votes will be counted from day
in cutting these Jewels.
to day and The Citizen will give a
In looking for gems the prospector should be provid- correct list each day so that those ined with a few specimens, representing the scale of hardterested can keep posted on how the
ness, and have the means in camp to dot ermine the spec-li- candidates
The result of the
gravity. In this way lie can separate the positively first dav's voting was as follows:
Ml-;May llazeliline
75
worthless from the possibly valuable, even though he
tJ5
Miss Ada Cainpbill
cannot fully Identify the minerals.
Stevens-Himolio
A large number of the many varieties of precious Mrs. Mable
Mrs. E. I.. Wash bourne
40
stones and rare minerals are found in .Mrs. Solomon Luna
and
45
California, and systematic search will inciease the pro Mrs. M. O. Chad bourne
40
duction until California takes higli rank as a gem state. Miss Stella I.ewlnson
35
In 1001 California produced quartz crystal to the value Miss Elizabeth Wliley
30
30
of $17,5oo, tourmaline to the value of SL'o.nnn, and tur- Miss. . Mildred Fox
31
quoise, over $20,000; the lepldolite amounted to $27,500; Miss Carrie Neher
35
Helen Rodey
gob! quartz, etc., over $50.(tin.t; mother-of-pear- l
and pearls, Miss
Miss Lillian Spitz
21
over $15,000; and souvenir material, probably over $2u,- - .Miss Sue
: 20
Pobson
o00. The grand total amounted to nearly $175,000. In Miss Rose Huntrlnger
20
1003 kunzlte was produced to the value of $20,000; tour- Miss Mabel Fitch
3 5
maline, $20,000; chrysoprase, $15,000; turquoise, $10,000. Miss Jeanetie Walton
20
Miss Jessie Ilfeld, Las Vegas
10
H
Miss Harhara Cotton, Gallup
Miss Virginia Finch
20
SOME STORIES WISE
Is

semi-preciou- s

New Mexico, which has about 52,0(1(1,000 acres of public land, open to homestead and desert land entry, under
the United States land laws, can furnish to settlers, at
the very least, 12.ouo.nno acres of land as good as, if not
better than, any of the TJintah reservation, Fays the New
AND SOME OTHERWISE
Mexican, the facilities of which in collecting statistics
re not equalled anywhere in the territory. This means
?4
that more than 75,000 homesteads could be mande In this
territory upon lands which, with Irrigation or under the
Campbell soil culture method, would yield as satisfactory Last of the Catawbas.
Robert Lee Harris, chief of the Catawba tribe of Inresults as the best land anywhere In the Uintah reservadians, which has a tiny reservation embracing only one
tion or in any of the Rocky mountain states and
square mile, near IWck Hill, S. C, on which are eighty
members of the tribe, lately visited Raleigh, N. C, seekThe Denver Republican is advocating a procedure ing In the state library for all information possible about
which New Mexico has already reduced to profitable the Catawbas. These Indians were, even after 1700, a
practice the employment of the convicts of the state in powerful tribe, and touched the Cherokees, who were in
the construction of new roads. That paper says: "There the foothills. Chief Harris says that there are only 150
has been of late much discussion over the employment of Catawbas in, the United States, while in 1700 the tribe
tha prisoners on grounds of humanity; and the building could muster several thousand warriors. He Is anxious
of roads offers itself as a possible solution. Complaint to have the tribe put under federal care and educated
is made that the convicts suffer unduly from their en- by the government. Colorado Springs Telegraph.
forced Idleness, but the state has never been disposed
to bring them Into competition with free labor and so He Was No Ornithologist.
there Is little they can do except now and then when an
Witmer Stone, one or the heads of the Philadelphia
enlargement of a prison provides work."
Academy of Natural Science, has gathered together what
Is probably the finest collection of stuffed birds in Amer-lea- .
The Las Vegas Optic tells the public that it Is now
certain beyond any peradventure that an Immense throng
Mr. Stone was showing these birds the other day to a
will visit Las Vegas during the Northern New Mexico Pittsburg millionaire. There were thousands of life like
fair. The six conventions alone will represent hundreds feahtered creatures, ranged in line on lines of cases, and
and crowds are coming for purposes of pleasure only Mr. Stone could not help praising them with much ornifrom every direction. That paper also wisely warns its thological warmth.
home people that they muzt see to the providing of am"Yes," he' ended, "this collection of stuffed birds Is
ple accommodation) and entertainments, and that, too, worth some thousands of dollars."
without any sharp practice or hold-uschemes; for the
"Is it possible?" said the millionaire. "Why what
approaching fair being the llrst held In that city, any are they stuffed with?" New York Tribune.
seriously displeased visitors can scarcely be expected to
return again.
She Said Grace.
. visitor of noble birth was expected to arrive at a
The Springer Stockman Is authority for the state- large country house in the north of England, and the
ment that the cattle shipping regulations first Issued by daughter of the house, aged 7, was receiving final Instructhe department of agriculture were good In theory, but tions from her mother.
In practice they have been made much better by con"And now. dear." she said, "when the duke speaks to
ferences between officials cf tl.e department, cattlemen you, do not forget always to say 'your grace.' "
and representatives of the railroads. The latest amendPresently the great man arrived, and after greeting
ment the Stockman considers the best of all, since it his host and hostess he said to the child: "Well, my
abandons the effort to sav how many head of cuttle shall dear, and what Is your name?" Judge of his surprise
make a carload, and leaves it to the shipper's discretion when the little girl solemnly closed her eyes and with
whether the animals shall he loaded closely or leo1v in clasped hands exclaimed: "For what we are about to
the car.
receive may we be fankful, amen." The Tattler.
The New Mexican strongly advises the fanners ami
fruit growers of the Santa Fe, Tesuiiic, pojoaque, Nam-beSanta Cruz and Espanola valleys to make an exhibit
of cereals, vegetables and fruits, at tho approaching fairs
to be held at Albuquerque and Las Vegas. The advice Is
certainly sound In every aspect in which It can be considered. Agriculture, horticulture and gardening In
must be pushed to the front by every possible
means. Displays at fairs are among the chief of such
means.
,

The Wall Street Journal sees the handwriting on the
wall, and is waging a persistent crusade against lawless
wealth as the only salvation of legitimate wealth. It
wisely argues that if those who are reaping the benefit
xisting laws,
of the
do not scrupulously
obey
these laws and conform as well to all the traditional standards of honor they deliberately invite a
new system of laws and traditions which will be less
gent tous In their opportunities for wealth getting.
The Val Ver.ti. mint
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We
Offer to supply you with anything In
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, ana we are now making

Special Prices
On the Following
$12

Refrigerators

Agent II. S. Lutz, of the Santa Fe.
yesterday received the following letter from an anxious mother residing
at Sunmiitt, Ky., asking him to lend
his aid in helping her to locate her
son she last heard from in this city,
and who she fears has either met with
an accident or has been killed.
The
letter reads:
,.
Stinimitt, Ky.. Sept. 4. 190,-Agent Santa Fe Railway, Albuquerque, N. M.
Sir: As I have had no news of my
son since August 18, that day he mailed me a letter from your place, he is

a fireman by trade and was riding on
a 15. of L. F. traveling card on the
Santa Fe, his destination was Los Angeles, Cab, he was at Albuquerque
three days waiting on a letter from
me, his name Is Maurice Davidson, is
about five feet eight inches tall, broad
shouldered, has brown hair and dark
grey eves, I am afraid some accident
has befell him and am greatly worried
about him and if you have heard of
anyone by that description getting
hurt or killed or any information at
all you can give nie would be thankfully received.
Ho iitnpB slightly In his left leg,
caused liy an Injury several years ago,
weight 170 pounds.
1'lease Inquire along the line and let
me know at once for I am very anxious and will return the favor at any
time possible.
Awaiting an answer at your earliest
opportunity, I remain
Most respectfully,
MRS. K. J. HCLL.
Suiiimitt, Ky., Hardin County.
In case of injury or death wire me
at my expense to Pig Clifty, Ky., as
that Is the nearest telegraph station.

YOU ARE OUT
THIS COUNTRY FOR YOUR HEALTH PERHAPS.
WHAT Y0U
USE s"uL5 bE
t "BEST" rVTS UUTBEST
ASSORTMENT, BEST
IN'

AND

DO

IS OUR HOBBY,

B. H. BRIGGS & CO.

.. .$6.75
$6
25c
20

Decorated Haviland China, at
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
25c
35c Glass Water Pitchers
20c
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$1.25
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$3.25
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
65c
50c Steam Egg Poacher
40c
$12.50 Buggy Harness '.
$10.50

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

PROPRIETORS ALVA

Robert's testaurant will hereafter
be open all night. Oysters served In
any style. Good service. Come around
and get something good to eat. 120
West Silver avenue.

R A DO

FIRST ST. AND GOLD AVE.

PHARMACY
BOTH TELEPHONES

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish
We give on

our laundry

durable it is,

work?

it and see

Try

Notice how long it keeps its

We turn out

linen, white as snow
specks or wrinkles.

and

how

finish.

free from all

Imperial Laundry Co.
"RED WAGONS"
HIIMfflHUllfflllM

ooocooooocoooooooooo
THE PEOPLE TRADE WITH

THE

PAWN

BROKER beemua

THE MAN YOU CAN

TRUST

Bargains in unredeemed diamonds. Tho largest pawnbroker's
tablishment In the southwest.
118 RAILROAD

AVENUE

estab

oocoocooo
NEXT TO ST. ELMO

oooeooooooo

Large new stock just in.

Everybody welcome to look through
our large three-floo- r
repository.

Pleasure is yours when
you have one of our
high-grad-

On your way hon,e Saturday night,
drop Into the Zelger Cafe, have a cold
bottle, some of our free lunch, and go
home happy.

GOODS

BEST SERVICE, BEST PRICES.

$9

$3.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
$3 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

Pioposals for Building Materials,
etc. U. S.' Indian School, Santa Fe,
proN. M., August 19, 1905. Sealed
posals, Indorsed "Proposals for Building Materials, Etc.," and addressed to
the undersigned at Santa Fe, N. M.,
will be received at the Indian School
until 2 o'clock p. m. of September 13,
1905, for furnishing and delivering at
the school as required during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1906, about
31,000 feet of lumber, 550 posts, 320
bushels lime, 2,200 pounds kalsomlne,
5 bairels
cement, 43,500 brick, 20
boxes tin, 20 bushels hair, etc., as
per list and specifications obtainable
at the school. Bidders will state In
their bids the proposed price of each
article to be offered under contract.
All articles so offered will be subject
to rigid Inspection. The right is reserved to reject any and all bids, or
any part of any bid, if deemed for the
best Interests of the service. Each
hid must be accompanied by a certified check or draft upon some United
States depository or solvent national
bank, made payable to the order of the
commissioner of Indian affairs, for at
least 5 per cent of the amount of the
ptoposal, which check or draft will be
forfeited to the United States in case
any bidder or bidders receiving an
award should fail to execute promptly
a satisfactory contract in accordance
with his bid; otherwise, to be returned to the bidder. Bids accompanied by
cash In lieu of certified check will not
be considered. For futther information
apply to C. J. Crandall,

SEARCH.

Factory wood. $3.00 full load; Qre
Mill wood, $2.00 full load.
Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'8 COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 49,

)

hImi

AGENT H. S. LUTZ RECEIVES COMMUNICATION
ASKING
HIM TO
IN

YARD

American Block coal, the best G&llui
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of
hard ooeJ.

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.

ASSIST PARENT

COAL

Is chock full of coal that will gladdei
your heart and warm
your hooM
when Its cold. Fill your bins for
next winter now and avoid the
rush.

TO LOCATE WAYWARD SON

WONAYS CLUB INTER?
Royal Women Gamblers.
Marie Antoinette was a slave to cards. On one occaUPON ITS THIRD YEAR
sion she played for thirty-sihours in a sitting, with but
an intermission of a couple of hours. "The play at the
queen's table at Fontaincblou," wrote the Emperor Jos- OUTLOOK BRIGHT FOR SUCCESSFUL YEAR
INTERESTING PROeph II., "was like that of a common gambling house: peoGRAM AT YESTERDAY .AFTERple of all kinds were there, and mingled without decorNOON'S SESSION.
um; great scandal was caused by the fact that several of
Albuquerque Woman's Club, at
The
the ladies cheated." Anne Poleyn, Henry VIII.'s
queen, was never quite so happy as when playing for its meeting yesterday afternoon, In Its
high stakes. The records of privy purse expenses are club rooms In the Commercial Club
building, entered upon Its third year.
full of her winnings from her royal spouse, for she was a The nulling
was largely attended,
lucky player Origin I'nknown.
and a portion of the plans of the club
for tl.e ensuing year were discussed.
Eveiy member was enthusiastic and
Pay Day in Norway.
In Norway on pay days saloons are closed and sav- the outlook for the most successful
ar in the club's history is "Very
ings banks open until midnight. Servant girls hire for
half a year at a time by contract at public registry office. bright.
At yesterday's meeting an attractive
There Is a telegraph box on every street car. One writes program
was given by some of the
message,
puts
on the right number of stamps and members, as follows:
the
drops it in the box. Farmers can l.orrow money from the
(Juota'ion from F.mcrson.
"Pringovernment at 3 per cent. There are practically no
ciple ami History of the Brook Farm,"
The average wage earnings are $8 a year. There Mrs. Cannon.
"Its Ktiect Upon Lltei ature," Mrs.
are more reindeer than horses, more sheep than cows.
Rice.

according to tin- Clayton Enter,
prisi is a
lead of s:v..rite ore, twelve feet wide,
' showing 50 per cent of coppc
and ti n feet (,f 20 per cent,
po'd and sl.ver In ku'ic1t,1 quantities to pay working Literary Tramp.
expenses. The company will bold its first animal meeting In Clayton, Septemlx r 22, 1005, at which time the Early Habits Remain.
charter will be properly filed and all the necessary legal
"That last speaker," said tho first guest at the banarrangements niadi.
quet, "was rather clever."
The Tood of congratulates to President Roosevelt
"Yes," said the other, "and he's a self- - made man."
from foreign potentates and high dignitaries may take
"I thought his delivery was rather slow."
ome of the conceit out of M. Witte, Fays the Kansas
"Naturally; he began lifo as a messenger boy." PhilCity Journal.
adelphia Ledger.
,

ANXIOUS MOTHER TRYING

the Worl a Man
J2,m
Underwear. We sell no

AT. MANDELL
FINE CLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS

s

Kunz, In the State Mining nureau's

9, 1905

Should think of buying i3
Underwear that we can not
uaJantie?rT y?,have ??aDy, excellent lines, Fleeced Lined,
Wool, Merino Camel's Hair, Pure Soft Wool, Lambs
Natural
tjTi
Wool, etc., etc. Underwear at 50c, $1.00, $2.00 up to $4.00 garment.
See the great line of Popular priced Underwear we are selling It's
the beat value m the land for the money. Ask to see
interests
you, and you 11 soon discover that this is the Store for what
Men's
Underwear and Men s Furnishings of all sorts.
Agent for Dr. Lacker Underwear.

TH?last

;).

Still through the bickering rain
I'm watching for my silken sails
That never come again.

SEPTEMBER

underwear

TOPIC

advertising agent for
Scott K
the Twin tiftii Territorial Fair,
from a tour of the
turned l.i
!M lines, which took him
Santa Fc
to Oallup. hd brook, Wluslow, Flag-ii.iand Ask Fork. Mr.
staff, Wi.l.
Knight M. that, the fair will draw
the usual c crowd from these towns,
The who!.-th- if Gallup will be here and
art of Holbiook. All the
biggi
railroad li s of Wlnslow are counting
on comlni;. mi! the following Coconino
county on ails are coming: Sheriff
Harry lb n lerson. County Commission
Representative
er Ralph t iiinerson,
Meniy
Av her,
"Sandy"
Donahue,
hi. Samuel Klous, and a
laige nuuil'i-of other representative
citizens of I'iagstaff. Jim Jones and
a number of
are coming
from Williams, but the Arizona fair
will detract from the New Mexico fair
west of Williams.
Mr. Knight. Is loading up with advertising matter today and will leave
for a Journey over the Santa Fe Cen-tia- l
No
and Ituck Island railroads.
territorial fair was more thoroughly
advertised than the present one, and
If the crowd Is not greater this year
than ever hefore It will be no fault
of the advertising department.

tcan the sea encircled shore;

No ship rocks at Its piers;
No pennons f.y along the sky;
The wintry chill of years
Moans at my heart, at night, at morn;

1

0

Santa Fe Coast Line Towns
Promise to Send Big Delegations to Fair.

How many ships with silken sails
I've launched upon the sea.

It Is understood that President Koosevelt. In his mes.
sage at thif opening of congress, will urge that body to
create a department of mines, with its head a member of
tho cabinet, says Leslie's Weegly. A bill for that purpose
la to he Introduced on the first day of the session. Only
four persons the heads of the state, treasury and war
departments, and the attorney general sat down at
President Washington's council table. A secretary of the
navy came ln,.Iohn Adams' time; the postmaster general
was advanced' to cabinet grade In Jackson's days, and a
secretary of the Interior came in Taylor's presidency.
Those seven officials constituted the president's official
advisers until long after the war. A secretary of agriculture was created In the latter part of Cleveland's first
term; and a secretary of commerce and labor came two
years ago. Thus the cabinet which started out with four
members eleven and a half decades ago has been increased to nine. If President Roosevelt gets a secretary of
mining he will have obtained two new cabinet departments, which will mean that he has broken the presidential record in a new place.

SATURDAY,

0-00-

WELL REPRESENTED

BUT NIVER RETURN
Boston Transcript

When tho Journal quoted this morning from the Pen-er- r
Times the quotation of t lint paper from the autobiography, of Andrew V. White, It omitted the comment of
tho Times, and Tho Citizen herewith gives the article in
full:
Andrew I. White, whose experience in many lan. Is
lias been as great, probnbly, a? that of any citizen of the
country, has in his autobiography given this interesting
in ninny lands:
result of his knowledge of
"As a result of observation and reflection during a
long life, which has ti.uchod public men and tnenMires In
wide variety, 1 wou! desire for my country three things
above all others to supplement our existing American
From (ireat lirltain, her administration of
civilisation:
criminal justice; from Germany, her theater, and from
any European country save Russia, Spain and Tin key, Us
government of cities."
It is rather humillatitn; that any country In Kurope
excepting Kussia, Spain and Turkey could teach the
Unitcfi States the first principles of success tn the con
trol of city governments. Hut there is little doubt thaivar-in
this Pr. White speaks the literal truth! There are
ious causes for this situation, chief among which is the
degree of municipal ownership which obtains in the countries of tho better managed cities.
It Is impossible to leave to the city governments the
power to enrich enormously private corporations through
the granting of franchises and not expect this power to
work corruption in all the political and civic life of the
community.
Let' America learn to control publicly all
public services and a largo part of the municipal maladministration will disappear.

CITIZEN.

ARIZONA WILL BE

CITIZEN

By The Citizen Publishing Company

LliSSON FIJOM

EVENING

e

...VEHICLES

AND

HARNESS

j.

PRICES LOWER THAN EVER,

Ulini

K0RBER f& CO
WHOLESALE

& Eakin

LIQUOR AND CIGAR
DEALERS

Exclusive Apents for Yellowsioc
and O. F. O. Whiskies, Moet & Chandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A
B. C. Bohemian and Jos. Sehlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and
Everyday says so. WhatT That distributors of the .Alvarado Whiskey. Write for our illustrated catalogue ant!
the White Elephant
puts up the price list. Automatic Telephone 1U9.
Salesroom 111 South first Sirei.
finest free lunch in town Saturday iMbuqueraue New Mexico,
nights.
FRFSM

CVERV DAY, AT MALOY'S.
AND
VEGETABLES,

FRUITS

SOCIAL
DANCE
HALL,
TONIGHT,
MUSIC.
GENTS,

COLOMBO
GOOD
LADIES,
50c;

AT

WITH

FREE.
Diphtheria, sore throat, croup. Instant relief, permanent cure. Dr.
Thomas' Electric Oil. At any drugi
store.
Come In and see us and be convinced that Zelger's Cafe is the place
to get a cold bottle and free Saturday
night lunch.

CSKT

THE KNIGHTS

ACQUAINTED
OF THE

MIDNIGHT SUN

WILL DANCE ALL Nit 1HT

Grand Carnival Mask Ball
ELKS HALL

SATURDAY, SEPT.

23, '05

o

New Hotel and Rooming House.
Open September 11, at S21 South
Third street. Your patronage solicited. Special rate to regular boarders.
"Contemporary History," Pr. Mary Mrs. H. Green,
proprietor.
Hunter.
A piano solo by Mrs. H. Pnarrup
SOCIAL
DANCE
AT COLOMBO
and a vocal hoIo by Mrs. Washburn, HALL, TONIGHT, WITH
GOODi
accompanied by Mrs. Iester, com- MUSIC.
LADIES,
50c;
CENTS,
pleted a very enjoyable program.
FREE.
Everybody says so. What? That
Meet me at the White Elephant Sat-- !
the Zelger Cafe puts up the best Sat- urday night and get in on the good
urday nlybt lunch in town.
cold beer and the free lunch.

ADMISSION

WOODM KX OUCI I KSTRA
OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXDCOOOOC
O. F. PLATT,

The real cleaner and dyer. Lafirve
dies' and gentlemen's
specialty. Portieres,
clothes
Hen-drllace curtains, etc. 509
avenue. Old 'phone, Red,

298.?.
OOCXXXXXXXXXDOOCOOOOOOO

"AMBULANCE"
FOR

x

THE SICK OR INJURED.
Prompt Service Day or Night
0. W. STRONG'S SONS,
Colo. Phone, 76
Aatomatlc, 147.
MOVING

ALJIUQUEKQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 9, 1905

FIGHTER JEFFRIES

--

Games
BUCKS FUR DANCING

Oreer,
This afternoon, Col.
president of the Territorial fair, received a telegram from James Jeffries, the heavyweight pu.Klliwt of the
world, stating that he would he here
to umpire the base ball games at the
Territorial fair. The Citizen, heretofore, has Given this Information with
some degree of doubt, but the telegram received this afternoon -- y Mr.
Greer, whleh is authentic, proves positively that the great prize fighter and
base ball umpire will attend the fair.
V. H.

PROGRAM FOR CASINO TONIGHT

Hutcheson
Taylor
and
Duet, "The Hed Fenther."
Wesley
Hcane Tenor
No. 2 J.
solo, "tiood Night, My Heloved, Good
Night."
Black face
So. 3 F. A. Wade
'
specialties.
Iieane
No. 4 Hetherington and
Sketcli, introducing (a) "Life's Dream
Is Oer." (b) "The Holy City," (c)
"Larboard Watch."
Whitney In
No. 5 Maiian
monologue, impersonations anj
voice specialties.
Solo,
Burgess
No. 6
Frank
"Every Little It it Helps."
No. 7 James HetlSerington Vocal
solo. Prince of Pilsen favorite, "The
Message of the Violet."
No. H
Illustrated
Kittle Nice
Congs "Across the Bridge of Gold,"
"In the Vale of Shenandoah."
1

-

MONEY

-

METAL

Can. Pac
Anial. Cop

September

9, 1905.
164 l
137
89

II. &

11

0

V

..jumHimmm

jignaggv

Colo. Sou. Com
Colo. Sou. first
C. O. W. Com
Erie Com

h "Queen

Distillers,
FRANKFORT, KV.

42
27 V

1

tnpfiLsls

is

L. & N

14'i'l,

Pac
Metropolitan
Mex. Cent

lEtl

N. Y. C

146

Norfolk
Heading Com
Penna

11SH

Albuquerque,

lOU'fi

Mo.

N. M.

Automatic Thone,

Some Special Styles

8H;
14

STABLE

176
35 H
84
1287
33
102 rt,
41

T. C. & I.
V. P. Com
V. S. S. Com
1'. S. S. pfd
Wabash pfd
Wis. Cent. Com
O. & W

Boarding Horses a Specialty

DRAGOiB

'i

DBAIXR IN

Sl
B3'4

Greene Copper

'il

Highland Livery

6

St. Paul
Southern Ry

Jy'

;

O. DINSDALE

1

31
78
20

H. I. Com
R. I. pfd
Hep. I. & S. Com
S. P

J' J

Jf

-

$3,00

199.

23'

A

jCi

I

Sole Agents.

S2

v

fcf:,$2-

"Queen Quility" fita
the footothers do $ome times

MELINI & EAKIN

21

J&j

V

"Fir."

6OV4

Erie first

I

Qa!ity" Shot (h
cornea on the nvord

General Merchandise

24

Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, an
All Kindt of Fresh Meat
Kansas City Cattle.
No. 100 North Broadway.
Cuttle receipts, Bo0; market, unchanged; native steers, $4.0O!ji 6.10 ;
Corner wasouigton Avenue.
southern steers, $2.50 3.75; sauthern
New Mexlet
cows, $1.75 ffi 2.50; native cows and Albuquerque,
heifers, $l.75(?f5.00; stockers aud feedA Rare Treat
ers, $2.f.?f4.2o:
bulls. $2.10$j3.15;
A rare treat will be offered
the
calves, $3.006.50: western steers,
$3.25((i4.73;
western cows, $1.45tJ! people of Albuquerque Sunday, September 10. Dr. W. 11. Lambuth of
3.25.
Sheep receipts, 10,000; mostly feed- Nashville, Tenn., secretary of the
mission board of the Southern
ers; market, nominally steady; muttons, $4.25(8 3.40; lambs, $3.750 7.35; Methodist church, will fill the pulpit
range wethers, $5.05.45; fed ewes, of the Highland Methodist church
PIANO CONTEST
next Sunday, both morning and even$3.753 4.40.
ing. Let all the people hear him.
Standing In the piano contest up to
Chicago Cattle Market.
The broadness of Dr. Lambuth s culFriday night, September 8th, 19o5:
Chicago. 111., Sept. 9. Cattle
ture and observation,
easily places
9,917
Knignts of Columbus
300; market, steadv; beeves, him in the forefront with tho great
18.874
Masons
$3.S5fi 6.50; cows, $1.3504.50; heif- preachers of the sou til. Though of'
4.o;l7 ers, $2.25?t 5.00 ; good to prime steers. foreign biith, he Is an American by
Maccabees
1.170 $5.40 ti.50; poor to medium, $3.fc3(fj) choice, as well ns thoroughly Imbued!
Ladies' Guild
1.043 5.00.
Italian Band
with the American spirit and sympa-- j
318
Sheep receipts, 2.000;
Christian Church
market. thies.
128 setady; natives, $3. 30 5.25; westerns,
Business College
10!t
$3.;ioffi 5.25;
yeailinga,
I'niversitv of New Mexico
$5.5u'u 7.30;
WANTED.
10a lambs. $5.75
Elks
7X0.
Large grain sacks, good price.
92
Eagles
Wagon will call for them. E. W. Fee,
40
Temple Albert
Wool Market.
620 South Second street.
St. Louis, Mo., Sept.
12
Wool marCommercial Club
10 ket. Ft eady; Territory
ami western
Women's Relief Corps
Subscribe for The Evening Citizen.
9 mediums,
medium,
2Mi30:
fine
Sisters of Charity
22(8-265
fine, 18(g20.
Knights of Pythias
4
Methodist church
v.
Money Market.
2
Public schoo s
New York, Sept. 9. Prime
paper, 4 Vfe Cii 4 ; bar silver,

j

i

Satisfying Shoes
If the word "Satisfaction" can ever be applied to shoes,
it is to " Queen Quality." ' Queen Quality" Shoes give you
Satisfaction, and Satisfaction is the back-bon- e
of all the virtues.

for-eli- n

Fit

Reputation

Style

a transfusion of excellencies
each the better for the other, and you
find them all in " Queen Quality." It is the one shoe that has absolutely
satisfied over a million critical, discriminating women. It will satisfy you.
We ask the
We

pleasure of demonstrating this.
hive the

GOLDEN RULE

sole right

of sale.

IRYIOODS

GO.

.

It was a select, classic.il audience

that assembled at the Elks' opera

house last night and drank from the
violin interpretations of Master Bruno
Dieckniann. of Albuquerque, of Vlot- ti's Concerto No. 123 Moderato, Hies
Suite III Adagio and Pereuum, and
Svendson's Komanze. The numbers
were not many, but each reflected
well tho ability of the musician. Each
number also showed plainly to those
who heard the concert last year the
improvement made by the past win
ter's study. It Is difficult for the un
trained ear to judge the real technical
ability of an artist, but one's emotions
are responsive to appealing tones, and
stillness
last night the death-likwhich prevailed while the bow and
young
mu
strings vibrated under this
sieian's touch, pealing forth music
that stirred the soul, and the applause
which accompanied, evinced clearly
that, the audience was both touched
and pleased. Bruno Dieckniann is a
young; man of great musical
e

assisted by
Mrs. Maud

was
Mr. Dleckmann
Mrs. Mabel Stevens-llimoe- ,
Sehwentker, Prof. J. H. Crum and
Miss Helen Pratt.

COL TWITCHELL
BOOMING FAIR
Col. H. E. Twitchell, counsel for the
Sauta Ke, was iu the city today, look
ing after some railroad matters and
Incidentally booming the Northern
New Mexica Fair. The colonel says
ho has every reason to believe that
the attendance at the fairs, both in Albuquerque and Las Vegas, will be record breakers. A movement is on foot
in Las Vegas at the present time to
bring down a big excursion on Las Vegas day to root for the Las Vegas
Blues, of which the Meadow City is
very proud. In talking over conditions.
Col. Twltchell called attention to the
vast importance to the city of Albuquerque, as wed as every other city
In the territory, that a strong, working delegation be sent to the good
roads convention, which meets on the
first day of the Las Vegas fair. Las
Vegas,. Sauta. Fe and that portion of
the territory lying north has already
received a direct benefit and a great
deal of advertisement owing to the
construction of the road known as the
Scenic Highway. Within a period of
two years the road will be constructed between the two cities of Santa Fe
and Las Vegas and also as far north
as the city of Raton. The act of the
last legislature contemplates a continuation of that road south by the
way of Albuquerque. When the good
roads convention meets there is sma
douht but that a bill to be presented
to the next legislature will be discussed and framed, having In view
an entiro change of the road laws of
this territory. There is no reason why
a road should not be constructed and
paid for in the same way from the
public funds that private enterprises
The
are promoted and concluded.
construction of public roads should be
iet by contract and no public funds
should be paid out unless the terms
of the contract are complied with in
the same manner that private business is contracted.
Colonel Twitehell hits talked with a
number of people in the city today,
asking that a strong delegation be
sent ami that all political features be
eliminated in the choice of the
Some very strong papers will
be read at the convention l.v prominent people of the territory and the
east. The city of Las Vegas will take
the delegation over the Scenic Highway as constructed and will give them
an object lesson in good road building. Outside of the fair itself an attendance upon this convention will be
verv instructive and will bear good
fruit.
1

FAREWELL TO THE
BEGGAR PRINCE

CHURCHES

It was with unconcealed grief that
a house full of Casino fiequenters

witnessed the curtain fall last night
on the closing performance of the
Beggar Prince Opera Company. The
bill was "Mikado," with a truly Japanese cast, and one of the best of the
company's repertoire of fifteen operatic sketches. Mr. Wade was at his
best as the Chief High Executioner,
and Mr. Wade's make up in tnls character is one fit to kill. It Is extra-gantlfunny, and the "Mikado" Is
comic ope; a with a vengeance.
For ten weeks the Beggar Prince
Opera Company has held forth at the
Casino, with unabated Interest. They
opened on July 1st, with a crowded
house, and eighty performances have
been given to large houses, witn a
change of bill twice a week.
So
long has been the engagement and so
well have the people been Impressed
with the members of the company,
that their departure seems a rupture
in fiiendship
the frequenters of the
Casino nave learned to know each
member of the company by name
and many will doubtless feel a little
strange tonight when they pick up
the Casino program and do not find
the familiar names of Miss Hutcheson,
Miss Kittle Nice, F. A. Wade and Jay
P. Taylor.
Hut they could not remain always,
tomorrow night the Beggar
and
Prince Opera Company Is off to open
its comic opera season in Arizona.
A two weeks' vaudeville engagement
will open at the Casino tonight.

y

HALLINA

.

Time, Labor
and Money

COMPANY

MORGAN BEATEN
BY HEAD AT LINCOLN

Joe Harnett's Hallina Morgan, the
little mare that has been the most
performing
sensational
on the Great Western circuit this season, suffered her first defeat of the
season at the Lincoln, Nebraska, meeting yesterday afternoon. Halllua won
the first heat in the
pace, finished a close second in the
second heat and was beaten by a nose
In an exciting finish in the third heat.
The time Is not given In the dispatch
telling; about the race.
Stranger O. managed to get Inside
l
pace, finthe money In the
ishing third. Stranger does not seem
to be in his old time form this year,
alt (101151 he has always managed to
ret inside the mo.'ey. However, Hallina Is sustaining the reputation of
the St. Elmo stable and this mare is
givlnt, A'buquerniic more advertising
ill in It has e er had.
The Barniti horses will be taken to
Topeka. Has . tomorrow to take part
in the race.-- at the fa'e fair there.
three-year-ol-

three-year-ol-

d

free-for-al-

DEATH OF MRS. E. I.
JOHNSON THIS MORNING
Mrs. Johnson, wife of K. I. Johnson.
this
died
M2 South Third street,
morning after a prolonged illness. For
more than a year she has been seriously ill, and (luring the past summer
she spent some time in a hospital in
Topeka, Kan., tneir former home, but
receiving no lasting benefit, Mr. Johnson brought her
to Albuquerque,
to enjoy the companionship of her
family while life should U spared.
The family was composed of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson and their daughter, Cora,
A
and her husband, Joseph Eichar.

hunday scliool at 9:45 a. ni.; preaching service at 11:00 a. m.; Epworth
League at 7:00 p. m.; evening service
at 8:00 p. m.
'
Evangelical
Lutheran
Church
North Third street Sunday school at
9:45 a. m.; catechetical instructions
Monday at 4:00 p. m.; German school
Saturday at 9:00 a. m.

for a moment What would be the use
of Inviting you to our store If we did
not have the right

PENINSULAR RANGE

Christian Church Meets In the
Every
Commercial Club building.
member is urged to be present tomorrow ,as Mr. Crawford, the minister,
leaves for his eastern trip next Tuesday. Services both morning and evening.

line.

Prices

In

THE McBRAIN

taken at a
FURNITURE

fair valuation.
CO., 205 Gold

Ill

Albert Faber,

the Albuquerque

UNDERTAKERS
FAIRVIEW

k

ELECTRIC

& CONSTRUCTION

SANTA

AND

Pumping

!

Plants

MONUMENTS.

Of Every Description

tX30K)XfXl)00K30000
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Tonka, the usual cheat for
vanilla, costs one or two cents

certain amount;
dol-

One is strong; the other is
fine; One is rank; the other is
s
Nevertheless
delicate.
of "vanilla'' is, tonka.
The 9S cents accounts for it.
four-fifth-

4

1

Hell

plume black CO." 2. All home conking.
Frt-agoods every day.
DANCE
SOCIAL
HALL, TONIGHT,
GENTS,
MUSIC.

FREE.

f4

O

x

m
O

lar.

WOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
West Itailro:ul avenue.

m

O

"GYROFANS"

?ee t In in in Kuropean
Hotel I lestaiirant
MEMBER

We yive Ticket

h

Thone,

V.

Only

Bt

109 North

o

80cnd

"Now pood digestion waits on ap;ie
tile, and health on both."
If it doetn t, t:y liurdock Wood
Hitlers.

DANCE
SOCIAL
HALL,
TONIGHT,
MUSIC.
GENTS,

FREE.
"Mother was lucky"
qas range.

nii'et

NATIONAL

ELECTRICAL

CONTRACTORS'ASSOCIATION

St.

Company.

Koom IS, N. 1. Armijo Building.

service.

COLOMBO
GOOD
LADIES,
60c;
AT

WITH

papa

The Colorado Telephone

Do you realize thai you can get
MODtRN Telephone Service today for
what you are paying tor inferior

Meats, Butter and Eggs

AT

COLOMBO
WITH
GOOD
LADIES,
50c;

(

!8.

Abbott, Prop.
thm

lor ibe I'innn

216 S. SECOND ST.

Ciiy Marketl
John

and Motors

Agents for the Celebrated

West Oold Ave..
Will open for business to- morrow, with Just what the
liousekeepers of Albuquerque
have been a long time in
need of a store making a
grade
specialty
of hlt-'TEAS, COFFEES,
EXTRACTS, SPICES
AND BAKING POWDER
Butter and Eggs.
A large stock of premiums.
Old

Crocker-Wheel-

Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty. All Work
Fully (i laranteed.

THE DUKE CITY
Tea and Coffee Co.
118

men.

Schilling's Best vanilla a

Agents lor the
Dynamos

Transfer Men

liy the Albuquerque Transfer

Both 'Phones.
North Second Street.

201-21-

All haulln, sprlnklln' will be done

a

CO.

Electrical

BAR-

BARA CEMETERIES

then;

T

SOUTHWESTERN

NDENTS

SUPERINT

The territorial fair Is comin':
see who keeps things rollin'
x You'll

for

with

rTRONO BLOCK

You have us once, you'll
Prices right;
call again.
there ain't no gougin'.'
By

.KllfiSa

305 Railroad Avenue

FREIGHTS

Baptist Church Sunday scliool at
9:45 a. in.; preaching by the pastor at
11:00 a. m. and 8 p. m. The morning
service will be of especial interest on
account of the Installation of the new
organ under the skillful hand of Prof.
Krebq. who has kindly consented to
assist us at this service. Young people's meeting at 7:45. Mr. McNeal
will sing in tho evening.

.

.

you can find no fault
prices you cannot criticise.

o. o.

Lesson In Humility and Service."
Music under the direction of Mr.
Washburn. Sunday school at to a. m.,
to which all children and young people are invited. V. P. S. C." E. at 7:o0
p. in to h led by Kenneth
Heald.
Holy communion at the close of sermon to be administered by Dr. Kings-burand Rev. Mr. Heald. Evening
service at 8 o'clock. Topic of sermon,
'The Way of Life ami the Way of
Death." A cordial invitation to all.
J. W. Barron, pastor.

"ve

Carpets and Rugs

Ave.

o. w.

3

First Presbyterian Church (Elks Opera House) Services at 11:00 a. m.
and 8:00 p. m., conducted by the pasS. T. VANN,
tor. Rev. Hugh A. Cooper. Morning
Specialist.
subject, "Lessons From a Visit to the Presidtnt Eyesight
of New Mexico Board of
Sunday school at
Grand Canyon."
Optometry.
9:45 a. m.; Christian Endeavor at 7:00
First established optician In New
p. m. A cordial welcome to strangers. Mexico.
Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
First Methodist Episcopal Church
Office Room 9, Whiting block. ApLead avenue and Third street Sun- pointments
made at Vann's drug
day school at 9:45 a. m.; sermon by store.
the pastor. Rev. Wilbur Fisk. at 11 a. ooocooococococoooooooooo
m.; solo by Miss Viola Kremer. Epworth League at 7:00 p. m.; sermon
by the pastor on "Elements of Success." at 8:00 p. m. A cordial welcome
Mo Yin'
Shippin
Drayin
to strangers.

"A

o

that

KXXXXXXXXXXXXX)0000000000

Congregational Church on Broadway at End of Viaduct Morning service at 11:00 o'clock. Topic of sermon,

one visit under auch circumstance
would be enough. But we want you
as a constant caller, so we make sure

Plain Figures t$3Q and Up

Old stove

V

Floor Coverings

pi

In dollars and cent they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You are most cordially Invited to examine our new

Highland Methodist Church Dr. W.
R. Lambuth, of Nashville, Tenn., will
fill the pulpit of the Highland Methodist church both morning and evening.
Special music for both hours. Sunday
school at 9:45 a. m.; Senior League at
7:00 p. m. Strangers made welcome.

Beau-cham-

Stop and Think

fijr

The saving of time mean comfort.
The saving of labor meant ease. The
aving of money meant economy. All
these savings can beat be attained by
Installing a

First Methodist Episcopal Church

St. John's Episcopal Church Corner Fourth street and Silver avenue
Services tomorrow as follows: Holy
communion at 7:"o a. m ; Sunday
lck
school at 10 a. in.; morning prayer
and sermon at ll:nii a. m evening
prayer and sermon at 7:1!" p. m. All
stats free. A. (i. Harrison, rector.
The fall and winter service at the
pathetic Incident In connection wi'li 'Immaculate Conception ihur-will
.Mrs. Johnson 'a death today is hat in commence tomorrow at 9:liu o'clock,
less than an hour, in an adjoining the old choir, after one year's rest wl .'
room, a baby girl was born to Mr. return and high mass will be sung by
and Mrs. Eichar, thus mingling the Mrs. Shinlck and a choir of twenty- keenest sorrow and the brightest joy five voices. The opening part will be
GRAND ANNUAL PICNIC
of tliis life in an unusual manner.
"Asperges Me." by Knabell. Rosewig's
Mrs. Johnson's funeral will be held mass In F. will follow for solo and
Of the C. Colombo Benevolent So- from tho family home, at 2:30 o'clock, chorus, the offertory will be Mozart's
tomorrow afternoon, and will be con- "Ave Maria" for soprano. Mrs. Shin-icciety will be held at the Bare-lagrove, Sunday, September 17. Free ducted by her pastor, Rev. Wilbur
will direct and Miss Dorothy
Tickets, $1. Fisk.
dance and refreshments.
will preside at the organ.
dcle-gatio-

a

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
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CLASSICAL AUDIENCE AT ELKS

mmm mwmvi

In Bond.

Bottled

1

BRUNO DIECKMANN PLfcASES

im

M

Ameiican Sag
Atchison Com
B. H. T
C. F. &

luiittJMgasatMmiri'iH

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

WOOL

Closing quotation! Received by Levy
Bios., Correspondent for Logan
& Bryan. Harnett Building.

d

Indian for the Fair.
John Wetherell, the well known Indian trailer, wjio accompanied Colonel
Sellers, secretary of the fair, into the
interior of the Navajo reservation to
secure the wildest and best Navajo Indian bucks, has not been heard from,
and his fcih ncp Is a sure Indication
that he is miles away from mail or
telegraphic facilities but that he can
be counted on to be in Albuquerque,
however, with a string of Indians who
will give exhibitions of dancing that
will open the eyes of even the old timers who are familiar with Navajo and
other Indian dances.

No.

1T0CK

(Continued from Page 1.)
vantage, desperately swung two left
Jabs to the face. Nelson suddenly
hooked his left to Brltt'g Jaw, sending
his head back. Nelson was warned
for butting and then went to a mix,
Nebon landing several right and left
Hell rang, Itritt missed
upperctits.
right and left to the jaw. It was
Britt's round, although Nelson put In
several stiff uppercuts Just before the
round ended.
17
Hound
Britt peppered away
with left for the law and Nelson forced Britt around the ring, fina.ly went
to a clinch. Nelson was twice order-pto let go and finally Jimmy put In
two lefts to the body and a right to
the jaw. jarring Nelson. Previously
Nelson had scored with left twice to
the body.
Britt continued to hook
right and left to Nelson's jaw and varied it with a stiff left to the stomach.
Nelson knocked Hrltt out In the
IKth. The end came In a hurry.
Britt had Just scored on Nelson's jaw.
when suddenly Nelson shot h!s left
and right to Britt's Jaw In a flash.
Britt went down like a log, gasping
for breath and with the blood streaming from his mouth and neck. The
fatal seconds were counted off by
Timekeeper Harting. At the call of
in Britt made a feeble attempt to
ilse, but Immediately fell back, utterUp to the time of the
ly defeated.
knock-out- .
Britt appeared to have the
lead. There was a terrific tumult at
the conclusion of the battle.
Eddie Graney, tho referee, after the
.at lie, said;
'It was the best battle ever witness
ed in modern times. Britt displayed
the most remarkable gameness I have
seen anywhere. Twice he appeared to
be on the verge of collapse, but was
eady for business at the beginning of
the next round.
Owing to the absence of police prntection the vast crowd surged pelW
mell into the ring at the conclusion ot
tho bout and a general fight seemed
'
imminent.

m

THE CELEBRATED

THE MARKETS

DEFEATS JIMMY BRITT

Jeffries Has Agreed To Come
And Umpire Bail

THE NAVAJO

fi Hwiii.wanamBB.il

BATTLING NELSON

AND NAVAJO INDIANS

page rrvt

a

The only Lonjj Distance Transmitters and Receivers, Wall or
Desk Sets; Lon time Contracts as
you wish; Lowest rates.

CITIZEN.

AIJIUOUKKQUK KVKNING

PAGE SIX

more frequently stimulated tunic eff.'ts made. by tucking the
skirt on the line that a tunic oversklrt
would take and e:tiin5 a ruffle under

SATURDAY,

SEPTEMBER

9, 1905

oversklrt or

FARMERS PROVIDE THE CREAM,
AND THE FACTORY DOES THE REST

the tuck.

ANNUAL TERRITORIAL

s
For dressv afternoon wear, the
havo the popular elbow sleeve
and It goes without, saying that even
u
ing gowns inu-- t nave mioh niei-vrthe dressy coats
any at all.
have the slews reaching only to the
elliow and the lower arm will have to
be protected by h'" gloves In many
cases.
Velvet will be worn as much as ever
and (he newest in this much liked material are of a soft chiffon character
hal in any number of
and are to
beautiful coh'is.
The prlnce-- s model will be seen In
evening gown-- , treet gowns- and visiting gowns, but they should only be
worn by those who have an Irreproachable figure, ns on such alone they will
have that smart nnd chic effect on
which they depend for their becomlng-ness- .
bod-Ice-
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ALBUQUERQUE,

season Is the most
The
difficult one for a woman to bridge
over and sti.l look presentable, for all
such, the wisest plan would be to purchase a bodice and skirt frock In light
weight wool of a color and material
durable enough for hard wear and
made on very simple lines, so that It
,can be worn mornings In the house
and be a goo. street frock with a separate eoat. This dress can be worn
until November for a street costume
and will do for the mornings in the
house during the winter.
Cashmere, h' tirietta cloth and draps
dete are ail pr pular and excellent materials for sueli a suit. Some medium
dark color and excellent materials for
such as blue, or better still, green,
brown or a dark blue, red; all practical colors yet not ton somber.
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KSTEI-K-

$1,500

TOP 1'ICTl'P.E SHOWS GIH1.S WKAPI'IXG BUTTER PRINTS. LOWER
MACHINERY.
WHEIiE 1U TTER IS MAUfi BY

WONDERFUL ILLUMINATION
EVERY NIGHT-4,0- 00

CI.A1UMONT.

THE COMING FALL

Five Mile Relay Races"Cowboy,

are real "hot stuff."
The Denver Kepublicani in its arti
cle about the parade, says:
Seventy-fivmarched with New
under Jacob Weltmer, department
commander, and .1. I'. Victory, adjutant general. With New Mexico
came "Uncle Sam," in the person of
i'eter Knickerbocker, who is in his
seventy-fou- i
th year. He marched as
though he were many years younger,
and he was applauded all along the
line of march. Each veteran carried
a red pepper, signifying, It Is said,
that they were "hot stuff."
Hanged Prisoners.
The Denver News also contains
some extra good write-up- s
about the
Refetring to a Doming
veterans.
veteran, the News says:
A strange reunion was that of T. A.
Carr of Deming, N. M., and Joseph
Stevens, of lluffalo, N. Y. These two
men were at Andersonville together,
but did not know each other.
They
met yesterday in the association head
quarters for
and a shoit
conversation served to acquaint them.
The Andersonville prisoners had been
punishing some of their fellows who
had been robbing them. The punish
ment was hanging, and the two men
wero talking of one famous day when
six men were hanged as a warning
and example to any others with slm
liar designs.
"Do you remember the fellow who
ran light around by the scaffold when
they were after those" fellows outside
of the rest of the crowd?" asked Carr.
"Yes, quite well."
was that man," answered
''Well,
Carr.
It seems that the men were trying
to escape the vengeance of the mis
oners and tliat a lively chase was Indulged In to recapture them and make
them pay the penalty.
(

Bronco Busting
Horse Racing
Weird Indian Dances
Trotting Ostrich
Athletic Sports
Automobile Race and Parade

e

one-poun-

cream and butter. It has 500 cream receiving stations. Its patrons number
2u,lU0 Kansas farmers, who receive
an aggregate of $J50,oou per mouth,
all hough as individuals,
lew keep
more than a half dozen cows. Farmers are pleased with the system, and
are gradually increasing their milk
production.
They find the semimonthly check convenient to have,
especially during dull seasons.
In the factory everything is done
accurately. An expert examines each
can of cream as it comes in, grades
it into first and second class, or rejects it entirely. From the receiving
vat the cream goes to the Pasteurizer,
where It is heated to 180 degrees,
then cooled to 70 degrees for ripen-

Great Metropolis Sets Fashion
Rest of Country
Follows
ODD

COLORS

BIT

NLW

SHADES

60,000 ELECTRIC LIGHTS
POUNDS RED FIRE
Mexican and Indian Riders

Motor Cycle Races
Mineral Exhibits
Montezuma Ball
Spanish' Balles Every Evening
U. S. Cavalry Drills
Fruit and Art Exhibits

W. H. GREER, President

,

Topi'kn, Kan.. Sit. 7. In what Is
reputed the world's larpost creamery,
Enough butter 's matt., dally to propeople.
vide a pat of ..it (or
Fifty-fivthu;::ami pounds is t lie average daily output of the Continental
Creamery here. This quantity, in
rolls, laid end to end, would
In
make a string five miles long.
run the concern turned
one
out 92,000 pounds.
Five years ago the Continental was
built and put into operation on an entirely new plan. Instead of receiving
the whole milk. It gets only the
cream. The farmer patron has a hand
separator.
As soon as the milk is
drawn Irom the cows It is run through
this machine. The skim milk Is fed
at once to pigs and calves, warm and
sweet, worth almost as much for feed
as hefoie the cream was removed.
The cream i3 gathered by the repre
sentative of the creamery, and hauled
or shipped to. the factory.
Under the old system, tne farmer's
wife drudged at the ertire process
tf butter making. Now the men do
the milking and separating the factory does the lest.
The farmer used to market his butter at the country store at low price
for groceries and calicoes at a high
price. N6w the cream is made into
a high class article worth twice as
much In the market as country butter,
and brings the farmer nearly twice as
much money as he used to get from
his cows.
The Continental creamery plan Is
very popular among farmers.
It has
along all railroads,
pushed
out
even to the western bonier of tne
state.
Some cream Is "hauled four
hundred miles. The company has Its
own refrigerator cars for handling

$ 1 ,500

IN

e

FASHION STYLES FOR

BUTTER MAKING IN KANSAS A COLOSSAL ENTERPRISE.
WHOLESALE SCIENTIFIC METHODS REPLACE THE OLD TIME
A
BIG
GAIN IN
WITH
FARMER'S WIFE'S CHURN DRUDGERY
METHODS
OF WORLDS LARGEST CREAMERY.
ECONOMY

MODERN
.

PICTURE SHOWS

INTERIOR,

Grand Base Ball Tournament

i

It is evident the "old hoys" from
New Mexico, now at Denver, are having the best time of their lives, and

tt:

18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 1905

SIX TEAMS TO PARTICIPATE
El Paso, T'exas; Trinidad, Colo.; Las Vegas, N. M.; Clifton, Ariz.;
Deming, N. M.; Albuquerque, N. M.

"HOT STUFF" OUR VETERANS

1

SEPTEMBER

CARNIVAL OF WESTERN SPORTS

s

THEY CARRIED RED PEPPERS
THE PARADE AT DENVER.

MEXICO,

GRAND LIVE STOCK SHOW AND

I

I. Lrfn

NEW

D. K. B.

Confetti Battles
Marching Bands
Free Street Entertainment Every Evening from 8 to 11 o".
clock
Excursions from all points at
greatly reduced rates.

SELLERS, Secretary

OKMULGEE, ONE OF WONDER
CITIES OF INDIAN TERRITORY

FIVE YEARS AGO AN UNKNOWN
New York, Sept. !) Already autumn
styles and materials are seen In the
$t igfl
LITTLE HAMLET, IT NOW HAS
$ $
2
shops but nothing definite has been
ALL THAT GOES TO MAKE UP
decreed as the tiling for the coming
A BUSTLING
CITY IN INDIAN
season. Still, some things can be
TERRITORY,
YOU'RE
WHEN
reckoned on as almost certain. All
authorities are agreed that skirts are
TRAVELING, YOU DON'T SEE
ing.
to continue wide at the bottom and
ANY INDIANS
ANOTHER WHITE
Ripening is Important. In controls fitting with c'.inglng closely around
MAN'S PROMISE BROKEN.
flavor
is
the
of the butter.. Flavor
tho bins. Tli n.ur models nhnw In.
caused by bacteria, and a starter con-- j nilIllcrai)le ways of obtaining these
Okmulgee, . T., Sept. 9. When the
bacteria that give a desirable
the fate of tl)e kiUe(1 sk.t
llavor is added to the cream at the
t.aveler reaches this town, capital of
kH,i
Tt,
n,wt,i,vi
neither
beginning of the ripening period.
the Creek nation, he asks, "Where are
as new or as smart as the gored and
A record is kept at eery step In
the Indians?"
fitting smoothly over
circular
the operation the hour the cream is the hips skirts
And the answer of a citizen Is:
anil having a wide rippling
received, the amount of butter fat It fullness at the bottom.
"They're out in the hills, and seldom
contains, its acidity and giade. Durcome to town.
When the annual
The circular skirt Is better suited
ing the ripening process frequent
meeting of their national council Is
length
to
long
to
than
the
skirt
the
acidity,
are
chemical tests
made lor
held, they are thick enough. At other
and when sour enough it Is coolea short and the majority of the best
times they rarely come in."
to the proper temperature and churn- makers reserve it for the full length
"How do they live, by farming?" is
ed. These records are all handed to models, using the gored patterns for
asked. That is where a bored, almost
does
circular
model
skirt.
Tiie
short
maker,
knows
he
the butter
and
Just
pained, expression, spreads over the
how much and what kind of butter he not keep Us shape so well in the short
pioneer's countenance.
'
will get; also how much salt and color length.
ITEMS
BUSINESS COLLEGE
nohting," he exclaims. "The
"Farm
A fall street frock shown is of Engadd.
to
only farming these Inditing do is in
of
The buttermilk Is drawn off and lish suited checked in two tonestype
of the
The Business College opened its government reports. The raft of gov
the casein extracted, dried and sold gray. The skirt is circular
to paper manufacturers,
to be used most favored for walking costumes. sessions in the library building with ernment officials out here have to
model with bias bands. an enrollment of sixty students, In niaWe a showing, and, in their reports
as a sizing material. The butter Is It is a rippling
bands stitch- both day and evening lessons. This to Washington, they picture these, In
cooled
down, printed, wrapped in These simple horizontal are
the forms enrollment will be increased to more dians as farming. You would think
dressed ed flatly or flat tucks
nealed packages by neatly
with these mythical
girls, and placed in storage to await of trimming most often seen on the than a hundred Immediately after the that, compared an
agricultural experinew tailored models.
territorial Fair. The library building Indian farms,
shipment.
ft
Two tone checks in white or colors will present a busy scene when the ment station was nothing but a ciude
$ $
S ft
stab at getting up erops."
will not be in style this fall because college Is fully attended.
of their own popularity this summer
Two of the sons of Jesus Maria
THIS CORNER LOT SOLD FOR $300 IN 1900; FOR $700 IN 1901, AND
"How do they live?"
but broken checks and plaids In shad Sandoval, of Sandoval county, have
FOR $10,000 IN 1904.
"Well, you know they don't get a
Ings of one color or all in one tone entered the Business College for an government bounty, their lands having light and a sewerage system.
Coal and oil
Tele- tions in the country.
proextended course.
with the checked or plaid effect
to phones, of course. Schools are of the development are under way. With this
drives
them
divided.
That
been
The young men of the college will hustle for their food. Most of them best. There are three weekly news- growth there has coine an amazing
duced by variations in the weaving
and the thread finish are to be seen soon go into training for the purpose get along by planting about five acres papers, two railroads, four banks and increase In values. A corner lot that
A of
in large numbers and some of the bevt of organizing a foot ball team.
the 100 they own in corn. They all that goes to make up a bustling sold for $300 In 1900 was worth $700
street frocks shown so far are made of gymnasium will be equipped and the also raise pumpkins. The corn, when American city. It Is the center of In 1901, and last year a bank bought
boys will be ready to contest with harvested, is shelled and placed in one of the richest agricultural sec it for $10,000.
TOLEDO TEAM'S CAPTAIN WAS THE ORIGINATOR" OF TRICK WHICH these fabrics.
There are also to be seen In beautl all comers In the fall.
HAS PUT HIS CLUB IN FIRST PLACE
IN
sacks, which are slung on the farters
BASE
STEALING IN
Carl J. Becker, nephew of the well to dry. In the winter the corn Is
ful and serviceable soft woolens small,
AERICAN ASSOCIATION.
BIG OIL STRIKE IN THE
indefinite checks and plaids in green known merchant of Helen, has entered
by the squaws and converted SHEEP DIPPING PLANT
and blue, blue and black, brown and the Business College in order to pre into sofkey, a sour mess that is a
PECOS VALLEY REPORTED
ALL RIGHT.
WORKS
black, green and black and tho wine pare himself to enter upon a business favorite dish of the Indians. Occasionreds and black. One New York house career.
ally a buck will go out and shoot
Great excitement was created at
District Clerk Secundlon Romero,
The evening classes of the "A. B. wild pig or bag a llittle game. You who
is showing some expensive novelties
by the announcement that oil
from
his
Grande
returned
Case
Roswell
C."
promises
to assume immense pro would he surprised to see on what ranch, and left for Raton on court had been struck
in certain shaded plaid cloths which
about fifty miles
eg
every
portions.
Nearly
business
are marvels of skill In weaving and
an Indian can live."
limited
cat- south of Roswell In the Pecos valley
rations
reports
his
modern
matteis,
that
In
tablishment
the city contains one
coloring.
In this Indictment the pioneer con- tle and sheep dipping plant at that in an artesian well.
Herringbone cheviots and serges or more prospective students.
demns
a large number of the Creeks, place has been completed, and is now
The oil comes up with an Immense
Mr.
Arizona,
Frank Pino of Bisbee,
and soft smooth serges are to be much
but it Is true that many members of in successful operation, says the Op- flow of water and even the quantity
A
has
in
upon
a course
the
enleru!
used for tailor made costumes, but
the five nations, especially those of tic. It has a capacity of 300 head of of oil coming up amounts to twenty
broadcloth and satincloth will, as us- B. C.
mixed blood, are successful merchants cattle or 3,000 head of sheep per day barrels a day. The well Is down a
Secretary
Territorial
Sellers of the
ual, be the material par excellence for
and stock raisers; rich and intelli- and 800 gallons of "medicine" thel thousand feet now nnd will be drilled
space
large
Fair
a
has
kindly
offered
the dressy tailor made. All of last seagent.
heated in the boilers every twenty- - deeper. It is parafine oil and Is of
College,
an
for
exhibit of the Business
son's colors are to be seen, but there
The show place of Okmulgee is the four oours.
fine qua. it y. Many claims are being
Col.
Sellers
a
business
Is
too clever
are new shadings different from those
g.eat council house of the Creeks.
GENE DEMONTREVII.LE.
out for miles around.
staked
recognize
importance
man
to
the
not
which we are accustomed. This is
A Touching Story
The legislative body of the Creeks
Toledo, Ohio, Sept. 8. To Captain gone back to their ixisltions. The to
of. such an exhibit.
hahy rlrl
of
rtcnth
from
Is
savInK
the
especially
the
of
and
true
blues.
the
reds
October.
in
in
meets
annual
session
Dangerous and Uncertain.
County Superintendent of Schools The legislature
Geo. A. Eyler, Cumberland, Md. lie
Gene Demontrevlllt is ascribed the crucial moment comes when the back The deeper reds seem to bo especially
includes a lower of
11
sunburn, tetter and all skin and
wrljua
jhn
stop
For
is about to throw the ball to the
nf
affu
''At
mnnlhi
nil.
Silva,
county,
has
enrolled
of
Sandoval
base running of the Toledo base ball pitcher. As he raises his arm Iiemont emphasized at present but It Is too
orancn, .caueu tne House or warriors, time Kirl w
henm,
In
DeWitt's Witch Hazel
scalp
diseases,
among;
his
of
sons
two
students
the
and two phyal- - ,Ea!ve has no equal. It Is a certain
team, which is leading the league In starts, ami nine times out of ten the tarly to predict finally what the fash- the "A. B. ('." Mr. Silva promises to and a select upper body known as the nerloua throat trouble,
were
In
We
UPalmont
"ave hcr
ionable color of the season will be.
luiiiu.. of Kint,s. Thn last uueung nf clan
ball goes to center field.
this respect.
when we r.soived to try Dr cure for blind, bleeding, Itching and
Among other colors seen in these bring a number of students for the the legislature will be held next Oc- - dKing a New
Discovery for Consumption, protruding piles. It will draw the fire
The two infleldeis are unprepared,
Deniontreville originated an idea In
college
county.
from
his
are the Talma violet shades,
Congress abolished the tribal Couttha and Colds. The first bottle gave out of a burn and heal without leaving
liase stealing that has been followed wriile the suddenness of the move dis- fabrics
This Is the first time that Albuquer tober.
reds, prune, mulberry, dahlia,
r.,ai'"? '.lur '"LV'f 'J!',?." a scar. Hons, old sores, carbuncles,
courts several years ago. With this riMj
by his men and by some of the major concerts the catcher so tha.t his throw beetroot
que
a
course,
well
lull
furnished
has
greens from dark to light, nnd In
year the:e passes the last vestige ofNevlr tailh to ellev and cure a coush etc., are quickly cured by the use of
league playeis, partlcullarly Chance, is liable to be off even If someone olive
fW
college,
with
business
spite of contradictory rumors as to Its college-traineIndian government. It Is a pathetic or coM. At all dealers; &oc and 1. Guar the genuine DeWitt's Witch Hazel
happens to cover the bag.
of the Chicago Nationals.
teachers and a laige sequel
and winter season,
to the solemn pledge made by anteed. Trial bottle free.
Deinont first used tho play In the status for the fail copper
Salve. Accept no substitute as they
This pilfer does not get all the
attendance.
are certain
Congress In its treaty with the Inand bronze
are
itching,
often dangerous and uncertain.
plagues,
those
credit It desrves. If the runner is Southern League, when ho was man there
Terrible
4ies
and some shades of chestnut
dians when they were removed to this tering diseases of the skin. Put an Sold by all druggists.
successful, it appears that the fielders aging the Atlanta dub. He stole 34 browns
RAILROAD PARAGRAPHS.
browns
In
represented
maago,
best
country
years
over
the
seventy
iliac
every
one
o
nearly
nipwas
bases, and
made
en(j
Doan s Ointment
are asleep, hilii if the stealer is
to misery.
Attorney R. E. Twitchell of Las niej buouiti not ue uiaiuruea
terials.
Turkish Nongate U rae after a
vsuut; cures. At any diu? store.
by the "sneak" steal. This year he ha
ped, it makes him look cheap.
Vegas,
t
solicitor for the yr.iss grows and water runs."
iiss i
The liubt bright shades of blue will
dish of Ice cream eaten at Mrs.
With a runner on first, the batter been more successful.
Santa Fe in New Mexico, spent th
confectionery store and lea
in tin- - grove surrounding the conn
"Dtlp, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
Hut (ieorge Moriarity, Toledo's 3rd probably be little worn this fall, but day
makes a bluff to sacrifice down the
bii.Miiu.i.i
tinin
c.ty o.i
tJiiueclud fil hoi'se is a t;ec ot medium size that netter cook with safe gas.
is talk of reviving navy blm'S for
cream parlor.
first bae line. This drawB the in- base man, has usimI the steal with bet- there
l
with
Vegas
as
tiie
fair.
is celebrated ns the "execution tree."
Moriarity street wear. A greenish blue on the
itial Backer in and gives the uinner ter effect than Hemont.
of the old time peacock blue has
Criminals condemned by the Indian
a chance to get a comfortable lead. bads the American Association with style
Traveling
Freight
Agent
W.
C.
come into fashion In millincourts to M. whipped were tied to that
Itemont's plan Is tu make a bluff o4 stolen sacks, while last season the graduaUy
and Is seen on some of the smart- Cook, of t:ie Santa Fe, with head- tree. Cn.lt r its branches men stood
to steal and then turn as if to go back best he could do was to purloin eight. ery
quarters
city,
joined
lu
Traffic
this
advance hat models.
to the l.ase. Hy tills time the catcher The same with Cllngman; 15 pilfers estThe
Manager .N ,( liolson in Hits city last tu nceive the d'eaih penalty, which
til. or male costume Is evtnin-'. and was tijs truest as far was eeellti d by shooting.
has stepped out of his stride and the was his r.to4 record; this year lie hau likely toblack
be as fashionable as ever this
An Indian senunfx'd to be shot was
i
second base man and shortstop have committed l!"j base ball larcenies.
year and the woina'n w ho must consid- east as I. as Vets.
not imprisoned.
The court notified
General Building Supplies
er the cost will find the black strictly
Otto llj.;in, siipe. intendc ut of the liitn of the day of execution and ortailored frock the most economical In- Harvey ti.'ws department, and who dered hiln to l.e present, t'ntil that
BIG ENROLLMENT AT
BITTEN BY A
vestment.
bad bis i.e .diiiarit'rs in ibis city up time lie was a' liberty. There is no
HYDROPHOBIA SKUNK.
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE.
The coat ami skirt costume wii be In a lew I'Mj.nlis
ago, passed through eas,.
jto ,1 of Mich a parole having
Both Phones
A. H. HEYN, Mgr.
Third and Marquette
as popular as ever and miica latitude the c;i
'..,, blok. !i.
;.;
l.i., way io
v:
nuht
Arthur Ilines, a c.wIm.v in the emIs
in
allowed
the matter of coat Chicav, Ii.jui I .os Aisles.
tu u co s growth
is a marvel.
New Mexico College of
The
ploy of the TiiiU. y Ti;k 'a C;iMV Co..
be any letu-tFive
e;.rs a',o the liiisiue.-!- . district
from
Arts, at b nuths. It may
and Mechanic
passed ' h von - h Toiiil.i.iiie en route
George (.!f.:.ti
bob ro to !); redingoto. In fact It
i Tiaflie Manager
I'aM
thi'
ii..
.i! ball a doen wooden
1'at k, opened f r thi f.i'.l scs is rumorel that the
from II' ii toH tu A 1 ii. Texas. He M
of the Santa Fe, aecoai-pan.e- Moii-- die! ihiie was a seaiiond popu-- !
latter is to be T. Nil
goes tu lb,' I.i
place at the
l, is
Freight
th's v i ek and the htndcnts are even more worn than It was In the
the 'l''rico rail- l:nil, and pass liroii.l"!i of 4ioi. In .it
uf the company to he treated cuiiiiiu in in large numbers. Most of past sea "on. The coat may be semi Trail ic Manager Gorman.
.1
town. Now
the
M'teai
Tin- - injury the i. el Miidcnis have- returmd ami or close fitted althoii!:!) the tendency through t::e city last nin'it in his tiieie i
for the bite j a
a we'll hu.U city of marly
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
was susiu'.iii-ie a ii. any new ones me being
on i;is cheek aniMuy u
NEXT TO BANK OF COMMERCE
pnvate car attached to No. S, on his 1. ' people. Husiness boiisi'S are of
Is toward the cjise fitting.
night, while be was asleep. Blood
to the roll. KiMiming and board
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design
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I'uieaao
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brick
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There
rumors of
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!,,ped ami serious
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l.ic:; ies w ill be taxed tu take most of the mod. Is showing this style irom un i:t-udci- l
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At Consistent Prices
203 "W. Railroad Ave.
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care of them this year.
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SNEAK STEAL DISCOVERED

BY GENE DEMONTREVILLE
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BIG BOOM

Is well known here and
and Is much admired by all
who know her for her good qualities
of mind and heart, and that she lias
been victimized by such a fake and
scoundrel excites the sympathy of all
ner inenus.

latest victim

III PEACE FOR

S.

U.

IN

In Globe,

THE FAR EAST

COUNTY

Tremendous Increase In Commerce Foreshadowed
With Japan, China and Other Parts of the
Far East Now That the War Is Over
Active construction is being pushed
Our Grjat Pacific Coast Will Benefit
and, with the war ended will be
Immensely from the Trade That It
Sure to Flow from That Shore A pushed more vlgoiously on the exrailNew and Big Business In Rice With tension of the Peking-Hankaway; also on the Canton-MacarailJapan.
way, a $4,Oii(i,(iuo concern, backed by
WasldnRton, D. C, Sept. P. Wltft Portugese and Chinese capital; the
Syndicate
railway
from
the restoration of peace between Peking
Russia and Japan the eyes jof the Tsecheii to Taokau; the France &
commercial world are turned 'In the Southern railway in the Yunnan provdirection of the orient, In expecta- ince; not to mention other railroad extion of a great commercial boom.
clusions and Improvements.
No country Is In so favorable a
Korea is to be come a field for
posi'tion to grasp the new business commeicial explotation under the auopportunity as the United States, and spices of Japan. Our commerce with
no part of the United States is so Korea before the outbreak of the war
favorably located to participate In the hnl grown from $2.000, (mo or $3,000,-Oonew activity as the cities of the Pain 18!i0, to $13,000,000.
Japan will be the strongest bidder
cific coast.
An announcement which Is almost and most nctive competitor of the
startling in its possible significance United States for a foothold in the
is th.it from the Bureau of Manufa- markets of Korea as probably also
ctured which observes that in the brief in China In some lines of goods.
prelod of the past six months our
come now f.om there thnt the
trade with the empire of Japan has canned goods and woven fabrics of the
more than doubled. The value of the Japanese are beginning to drive out
goods which the United States has the American and English articles.
Fent that country Jumped from
Just what rfghts of commerce the
for a similar period a year United States will have in the marago to U2,Co9,0u0.
kets of Korea, or Just what special
It might be supposed that this great advanatges the new treaty may guarIncrease was due to the increased antee Japan as against the outsliie
purchases by Japan or articles made world, has not yet developed.
necessary by the war. Hut such is
Our friendly relations with Japan
not the case. The largest item in the ate reflected in the trade figures. All
sudden expansion is cotton, which the notable increase In Japan's purJumped from $17,810.imiii for the six chases have been In the markets of
months pf l!i(14, to $34.221.oU' lor the the United States and Great nrltain,
six months just ended.
her ally. Germany has not shared' In
China, too despite the boycott is the expansion of the Japanese com-ndoing more business today with the
rce to any large extent ; nor as
United States than ever In its history. France.
largest,
Our share was
The report of the liureau of Statistics amounting to 5!t iter cent over the
for the commerce of the twelve previous year, but Great Britain came
months just ended shows that exports in a close second.
to the Chinese empire were $52.51t-301- ,
Hice is coming to be a great export
as compared with $12,802,432 for from the United States to Japan. In
the corresponding period in 1!04. ' past six months we sent that nation
But the present inert ase in business, $i;i,0iMi,(io(i worth of that commodity.
in the opinion of Major John M. CarIt is unofficially reported that the
son, chief of the Bureau of Manu- mikado is a little alarmed at the great
factures, Is merely an opening wedge, Increase of rice as an article of diet
and the future of the United States in by the Japanese, and the government
Its trade relations with the orient de- authorities are taking steps to
pends on what is done at this, the
the importation of American
psychological moment.
flour in its place, in the belief that it
Major Carson referred to the es- is more sanitary and adapted to the
tablishment of a permanent exhibition physical needs of the people.
In Shanghai, where goods may be disThe Japanese navy and army are
played, and information given out for at a maximum of sizo and efficiency
the benefit of American commerce. An and there is no need for any heavy
extensive report on the matter has expenditures along that line. No doubt
been received from Mr. Baruch Sert there will be a new Japanese loan
of San Francisco, whose practical ex- to refund the bonds which were taken
perience in oriental trade and famil- by Japanese me. chants, at a lower iniarity with Chinese language and cus- terest and in order to release those
toms 'makes his advice of great value. funds for commercial purposes. The
It. Is anticipated that there will be United States bnnks will take a good
a cessation of orders for articles portion fo these new "peace bonds,"
which wee needed for the Immediate regarding the Investment as perfectly
prosecution of the war, such as ex- safe.
plosives, arms, leather,
Then will follow the exploitation
beans and
flour. But any momentary diminu- and commercial development of the
tion of purchases of this character new Manchurian territory "and of the
will. It Is predicted, be more than off- Island of Saghalien.
In China, also,
set by the demand for works of peace. commercial ventures, which .have hesiOf railway
supplies an enormous tated in the face of doubt as to
amount will be needed at once. whether Russia or Japan would be
The Siberian railioad will have to be the dominating power of the future
almost entirely reconstructed, and al- in that field will taken new life.
ready hundreds of thousands of tons
As to Russia, the rebuilding of her
of Anujrican rails are under contract navy will keep every Amercan shipfor laying down in Manchuria.
yard busy for a long time.
o
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RICHES COMING OUR WAY
1
f i 1exports
t fthe m
i itroni
i fm ti
Lnited States to Japan

;tytf(
tiduringt rpast months
)-

-

of
1905 were $142,059,000, as compared with $'J0,iiG2,OO0 during corre'
sponding period in 1904.
Cotton exports alone Jumped from $17,810,000 in first half of 1904
to $32,221,000 in 19o5.
During past fiscal year exports to China $2,516,301, preceding year.
$12,802,432.
Enormous supplies of railroad material will be needed; thousands
of tons for Manchuria being even now under contract.
In six months this year Japan Uptight $19,000,000 worth of Amer- -

v

,

al

'

can rice.
Mikado proposes to encourage importation of American flour.
4
Relation with Japan will become closer through heavy purchase
of new peace bonds in this country.
Manchuria and Saghalien will be rich fields for American enter-prise.
Building of Russia's new navy will keep American shipyards busy
America's standing in Korea not determined;
elsewhere Asiatic
4 door wide open.
4
Peace will bring an increase unprecendented
to United States
4 trade wjth the orient.
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OFFICIAL CALL IS
THE NOVEMBER
EL PASO.

II
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JOHN F. TREGALLIS
BEHIND THE BARS

ISSUED FOR
SESSION AT

COMMISSIONERS
CAN NOT QUESTION

Sufficiency of Bond Without Subjecting Themselves to Removal.
To the Evening Citizen:
In the article in the contribution to
your paper yesterday by "A Citizen"
It Is suggested that it is the duty of
the county commissioners to see thai
the tteasurer and collector give bond
with sufficient security and calls attention of Chairman Grunsfeld to the
tax returns of the sureties upon the
bonds of the governor's appointee as
treasurer and collector. It is true that
Section 6.s7 of the Compiled Laws
provides that it shall be the duty of
the county commissioners to examine
and inquire Into the sufficiency of the
secutity of the bonds of the treasurer
and all other county officers, and If
insufficient, to secure the giving of
new bonds or the office becomes vacant. This proposition as submitted
by "A Citizen" so aptly Illustrates
the contention against the power asserted by the governor that it should
not be passed by. The governor lias
been giving orders to the county commissioners and other county officers
as to what they should do. He assumes that the county commissioners
and county officers are subordinates
under him and subject to his orders,
which Is absolutely ridiculous. It follows, therefore, that If the county
commissioners should attempt to Inquire into the sufficiency or the sureties on these Winds ,the governor
might find that the "continuance of
the county commissioners in office
would make it Impossible for him to
discharge the duty Imposed upon tiim
by the legisltion of congress," that he
"shall take care that the laws be
faithfully executed,"' and summarily
remove them from office. Under this
contention he makes the law and executes it. It would be insubordination
in office and that would certainly be
a good ground for Tenioval undef t'iie
powers contended for and In behalf o
the governor.
ANOTHER CITIZEN.

DEATH OE MRS.
OLIVE MARION RITCH
WIDOW
OF LATE
GOV. RITCH
DEAD AT HER HOME AT. ENGLE.
Mrs. Olive Marign Rltch. widow of
the late Governor Gillett Ritch, died
Iriday morning at her home at Engle,
at the age of nearly seventy years.
Mrs. Rich was the daughter of liarnes
Babcock, of Muskego, Wisconsin, who
was for many years a leading citizen
of that state. She was bom in the
state of New York, at Fort Ann, on
Hecember 15th, 1S35, where she spent
her girlhood. On October 9, 185(5,
she was married to William G. Ritch,
and shortly thereafter removed with
her husband to Oskosh, Wisconsin,
where she resided until Mr. Ritch
was appointed secretary of the terri
tory of New Mexico, in 1873.
She
was a resident of Santa Fe for nearly
e
twenty-livyears, moving thereafter
16 Engle, where her busband became
the manager of a large cattle ranch
of which he "was the owner. Of late
years she has made her home in that
town. The late Governor Rltch de
parted this life on September 14
1904.

Pleasantly Effective.
Never In the way, no trouble to carry, easy to take, pleasant and never
falling- - in results are DeWltt'a Little
Early Risers. These famous little pills
are a certain guarantee against headache, biliousness, torped liver and all
of the Ills resulting from constipation.
They tonic and strengthen the liver.
Lure Jaundice. Sold by all druggists.

FAKE
TITLED
ENGLISHMAN
PROVES TO
BE
DEIRISH
El Paso, Tex., Sept. 9. The call for
CEIVER.
tho next annual meeting of the American .Mining Congress has Just been
The many friends of Mrs. Ella R.
lsuued. The meeting will open on Skelly,
who was married on the 19th
November 14th, and will be In ses- instant
to John F. Tregallis, at Globe,
sion a solid week. The membership Ariz., notice
appeared in the
of the association is composed of the local papers ofof which
City, will be
Silver
owners
engineers
of
mine
and
grieved to learn that she is the victhe country, and the meetings are al- tim
of a designing and conscienceless
ways attended by several thousand
scoundrel, who now reposts in the
delegates.
county jail awaiting a healing
According to the call of the con- Gila
upon
From the pubvention, each city, chamber of com- lished serious charges.
accounts he is the Tom Shea
merce, state, county and mining organization in the country can appoint who dupedM.,several persons at
N.
In the
same manner
delegates, and all states having minTregallis,
ing interests, which include almost which he used at Globe.
Mieu. wolfed in this way:
every stale in the union, will sen, del- a:us
Upon arriving in town, he at once
egates.
;. liient.
soiuli.t manual i n
and, as
in the Globe instance, he went to work
Bent Her Double.
in the blacksmith shop of G. W. M.
"I knew mv one for four weeks, when Carvil, where he did splenHd work
I was hi0!- - b l. .lyohntd fever and kidney trout.!." writes Mn. Annie liutiier, Stories then began to be circulated
of 1'ntshiiiK, I'u., "and whin I got bet- 'o the effect that he had fa'b n heir
ter, HlthmiKh I hfid one of the best doca large fortune in England.
He
tors I cuuld set, 1 whs bent double, and to
bad to ret my hands on my knees wished a bride to accompany him to
when I walked. From this terrible af- his native land and share with him
fliction I was rescued by Electric bit- his good
fortune.
His employer's
ters, which restored my health and daughter hail
considerable jnoney ; he
HtreiiKth,
and now I
an walk as
straight as ever. They are simply won- became
desperately
smitten and
derful." Guaranteed to ure stomach, prcs-e- ii
his suit ardently, ri suiting in
liver and kidney disorders; at all drug- tinir marriage.
He secure, l all the
gists, trice 6oc
money lie .could tioin his new hi ide
a.'hl her taiuily. He tried to secure a
JESSIE MINES ARE
MAKING ORE SHIPMENTS. loan Ironi he local banks, but failed
to make them believe bis "foreign
story. The couple wire to
Prank Wynian and .luhn Ciubctt of
lieiuing are making regular Mitininht.-- . visit on the Pacitic coa.-t- , th nco go
ot ore nun the Jessie group uf four to New York to sad lor their estate
claims i.i the Victoria district trom in England, but mere came a telegram Mom Arttsia au'hornits asking
Gage station on 'In Southern lu-i:i-Some 4"ii tons have been
i
m that Tom Shea, alias John F.
.
!e held.
Hiipm.-utthe El Paso
arc
Aftev being in jail a couple of days
to be iuciv.ised with devclipiiii-iithe confessed to having traveled under
CENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
the nanie of Shea; that he b,ad
1 have opened a general
repair s'lop wronged several ladies by means of
on South Third street, back of Wal- bis much used story of being an uelr
ton's drug store, and solicit the trade to a lar.-- fortune and one of a disL. II. SHOi'.MAKUlt
of the city.
tinguished family in England.
His

Public I Aroused.
The public la arounsed to a knowledge
of the curative merits of that great me.i-Ictonic, Klectrlc Hitters, for sick stomach, liver and kldneya. Mary H. Walters of 646 St. Clair avenue, Columbus,
Ohto, writes: "For several months I was
given up to die. I had fever and ague,
my nerves were wrecked; 1 could not
sleep, and my stomach was so weak
from useless doctors' drugs that I could
not n.t Soon after beginning to take
Elect1c Bitters I obtained relief, and In
a short time 1 was entirely cured." Guaranteed at all drug stores. Price Mo.
o
Don't wait for an explosion cook
with gas the humane way.

,

One Cent Per Word! for Each Insertions

rrom one to Ave nicely
furnished rooms for light housekeeping; also ranch of ten or thirty
acres, with Nfour-roorhouse, furnished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
E. K. Nor. Is, 624 John street.
FOR RENT Most ' desirable
room!
1n city, single or ensulte, with table
loard. 713 West Copper.
FOR RENT Two large store rooms,
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
Lead avenue.

WANTED.
WASTED
Eirst class girl for general housework. Apply 17 West
Copper.
Mrs. Robort Putney.
Boy with wheel. 2uG West
WANTED
Silver.
desiring to rent
WANTEIV-Part- ies
rooms to fair visitors will please
mail full particulars to Bureau of Information, City.
WANTEI
Three or four nicely furnished rooms by couple. No children. Must be ttlce. Address, K.,
this office,
WANTED
First and second house
girl. Inquire at this office.
WANTED
Girl about 15 yeats old, to
Ms. A. C.
do light housework.
Shupe. 409 South Arno street.
WANTED
Second hand sale, in good
condition. Address, P. O. Ilox 253.
WAN TED Experienced eastern dress
maker wants to go out by the day.
Address,
West Marquette ave.
molding man, wood
WANTED
A
turner and Rash and door man. Superior Planing Mill company,,
South First street.
WANTED Experienced dining room
girl; no other need apply. Colum
bus hotel.
WANTED
rhree painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTED
Intelligent
and reliable
men to enter the service of the
Washington Life Insurance company. .Exceptional Inducements offered. See or address J. II. O'Rielly,
Albuquerque, N. M., general manager for New Mexico and Arizona.
Carpenters. Apply John
WANTED
Hart, 524 South First street.
WAN 1'ED
Gentiemen n second-nanclothing. No. 615 South First street,
south of viaduct. Seed address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
OWNER NEEDS MONEY ?."00 will
buy $1,000 equity In a nine room
frame house. In the Highlands, lot
' 1011x142, east front; shade and fruit
trees, barn and chicken house. Rest
street In town; Incumbrance $3,000.
Address P. O. B. 114, city.
5-

FOR RENT

Tre-A:i:-

;
. i

mih-Int-

e

With Illustrated

Restaurant and

NEW

South Second street.
Ranch of 100
acres;
mhouse, alfalfa, orchard, all irrigable; will sell all or
part. Box 4'i, city.
FOR SALE Household furniture. 410
South Edith street.
FOR SALE Heating stove, gasoline
stove, refrigerator,
book case 'ami
sideboard. Iuquire 709 West Gold
avenue.
FOR SALE Engine. Owing to
our power plant we offer for
power,
sale one 8x12,
Buckeye automatic cut-oengine, for $250. Can be seen in
operation at our mill. It Is an excellent machine. The John Becker
company, Belen, N. M.
fid2

COMPANY

HOLLENBECK
BILICKE

FOR SALE OR RENT

HOTEL
jno, s. MITCHELL

C.

A

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

CENTRAL

v

LOCATION.

EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Reasonable Prices
Splendid Rtauran!
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
New Mexican and Arlzonlant (pending the summer
on the
beeches are welcome to the) use .of our Ladle' parlor and Gentle-mewaiting room. Meet your friend
there. Information and
writing materials free. Ladle .and children welcome.
All Depot car atop at the H ollenbeck. Electric
excursion
and

beach ear pits the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW

ft

mi

r

MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

snsnsnsMsn
.

ii

LOST.
Near Hell Canyon, one bay
mare, branded B on left hip; one
brown mare with X on right hip.
Return to Menaul school and receive reward.
A
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN
strawberry roan mare, white face,
four white feet, mane clipped Bhort,
long tall; 10 leward and no questions asked, if returned to J. W.
McQuado. 234 North Walter street.

d

Last .Night of Wade

Just from the Orpheum Circuit

street.

FOR SALE Beautiful
little pony;
will ride or drive; perfectly gentle.

501-50- 9

CARRIAGE

LOST

FEMALE HELP.
PERSONAL.
WANTED l.ad. assistant for branch
office of manufacturing house. Sal- MARRY RICH Wou.d you marry rich
if otherwise stilted and pay when
ary $18 weekly. Permanent position.
married? Our plan. Send stamp for
Address Manager, 325 Dearborn, Chiparticulars In plnln sealed envelope.
cago,
The Home Club, Harvey, 111.
.
MALE HELP WANTED.
WANTED.
WANTED
Reliable man, each county,
Fair week Is coming. We want all
as assistant mnnngcr for wholesale
kinds of help positions paying good
hotiso; salary $.0 and expenses
expense money advanced; salary.
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 worn-a- n
position permanent. Address Manfor general housework, 2 chamberager, 1D4 Lake street, Chicago.
man to cover maids, 3 men to take care of horses,
SALESMAN
Good
laborsouthwest; vacancy September 15; logmen, teamsters, swampers,
first-clas- s
contract for this year and next. If ers, etc., for camp work;
blacksmith, bridgemen, bridge carsales satisfactory; commissions and penter,
bridge helpers, 1 first-clas- s
$:!." weekly advance for expenses. J.
1 good y'd ,nan for lumoer
planer,
avenue,
Co.,
N. Clarke
Euclid
man o take "are
camp. Flrl-c'as- s
Cleveland, Ohio.
of stock In dry goods store; boy to
run errands and learn dry goods busiFOR RENT.
ness. Better position on record now
R E N T N ice fy 1 urn s h e d f o n t than ever offered before.
FOIl
room, over iKistofflce.
Inquire afWe are agent for Camp Blrnie reternoons. No ladles need apply.
sort. Call for Information.
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished THE SOUTHWESTERN
EMPLOYfiont rooms for gentlemen; also
MENT AGENCY
light
rooms
furnished
for
195
three
Red Upstairs
Phone
housekeeping. Mrs. Williams, 311
110 South Second Street
West Silver avenue. .
FOR RENT Furnished room, with
bath. In ptlvate family, with or
without board. C20 South Third on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
street.
wagons and other Chattels: also on
FOR RENT A suite of three rooms, SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE! RE
very deslreable for party of young CEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aa high
men. 713 West Copper.
as 200.00. Loans ate quickly made
Brick house, 705 West and strictly private.
FOR RENT
One
Time:
Apply to Mrs. Coleman, month to one year given. Goods re
Tljeras.
V2 tVest Tijeraa.
main In your possession. Our rates
FOft RENT Apartments
in Park are reasonable. Call and see u beeight rooms each; fore borrowing.
View terrace,
H.
modorn equipment throughout.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
II. Tilton, room 19, Grant block.
Steamship tickets to and from all
FOR RENT Two pleasant rooms for
parts of the world.
light housekeeping, with electric
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
lights. Inquire of Mrs. II. E. Ruth315 West Railroad Ave.
erford, corner Broadway & Iron,
PRIVATES OFFICES.
same block Congregational church.
Open Evenings.

TRIMMING

AND

Harness, 8prlng Wagon
Order.

CARRIAGE

0

Cor. First

Street ana Tijera.

as
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Talk wtih t

To acconmioi'.iito tu wt who uro pnrtinl
to tho use of utomiznrs in applying liquids
into the nasid passage for cuUtrrhid trouble), the proprietors prepare Cream Lnlm in
liquid form, wlm-- wiil be. known as Ely's
Liquid Cream Ealm. Price, including the
ipni$'inf tule is 73 cents. Drcggistg or by
oiaiL Tho liquid form eiiibwlies 'lie meet
icinal propertc of tha solid prepautiou.

.

e LIGHT MAN

Fourth and Gold Ave.

Who takes pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She know her
bread will be the whitest, iweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

7

'"'Sk

STAGE

M. BERGER

id

V

114

WOTKiCMT

West Copper Avenue.

FURNITURE
CROCKERY

V'"r- -.

ANO

MfiiNOBATl
41;J, TRADI MARKI
1

ft'

J.V--

as'-'-

i

Iron Beds, Stoves and Range, Art
Square, etc.. Everythlna Needed
about th house. Agent for Char--

'"wan

Will

klnt

I

1

oieei Manges.

BORRADAILE A CO.,
117 Gold Ave.

HaiViiiVr"

limn nn

0KDK2Ot0OeKZ

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

O. BAMBINI.

SPRINGS

n

a)).)

BUSIRAIL-

I have opened a merchant tailoring
establishment upstairs over No. 209
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
patronage of the general, public.
Suits made too order. Clothes cleaned
pressed and repaired. The specific I
use will not Injure the cloth. Ladle'
garment also cleaned, and walking
skirts made to order. Fit guaranteed.
Have had 15 years' experience in
this city. Give me a trial.

CO.

ine Mappy nousewite

MERCHANUAILOR

Announcement.

Q

Our pushing, aggressive, never sleep method of advertising.
An
electric ign talk in the day time and "holler" at night. A ign
of your own choice. We hang the'lgn and keep It clean and brit-- e
llant at our expense. You pay for the current used that' all. At
the expiration of the time agreed upon, we take the lgn off your
hands. All sign lighting will be on flat rate basis. How's that for a
bargain?

Money to Loan

BAMBINI HA3OPENED
NESS AT NO. 209 WEST
ROAD AVENUE.

U

PAINTING

i

O.

Built to

HORSESHOEING,

!36-54-

nostrils, cleanses nnd heals the w'uo.p sur
face over which it dillus s itsulf. iirnggists
sell the 50c. sizn; Trial size by ux.ul. It)
cents. Test it and you u:; bure to continue
the treatment.

RE-

PAIRING

;

'

Songs by Miss Nice.
Musical Stock Co.

Mikado

High Class Vaudeville

furn-

ished rooms. Apply to this olfice.
FOR SALE At once, Jersey cow and
Apply,
calf.
215 No.tU TwelUli

-0

and

SATURDAY NIGHT AND NEXT WEEK

FOR SALE.

Foil SALE

Uf--

Wholesale Grocers

Carries the United States mail; only
line with a change of stock enroute;
good rigs, horses and drivers: leaves
Alblquerque every Tuesday and Saturday at 6 a. m. For particulars, address W. L. Trimble & Co., agents,
Albuquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprietor, Perea, New Mexico.

Vr

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Take Kodol After Eating.
After a hearty meal a dose of Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure will prevent an attack
of indigestion. Kodol Is a thorough
djgestant and a guaranteed fiue for
lmllgestlon, dyspepsia, gas on the
stomach, weak heart, sour risings, bad K.Va'JVNIISaTvasNaTa
breath and all stomach troubles. Sold
by a.l druggists.

by Indigestion.
If you eat a
little too much, or if you are subject to
attacks of Indigestion, you have no doubt
had shortness of breath, rapid heart beat,
heartburn or palpitation of th heart.

art caused

Ar-tesi-

I

Two Vagabonds

n

lea-din-

i

3

To In tare proper cUsslfk!"" d for this ceJunm must be In the office before I 'clock
p. m. Ads phoaee receive the Mine careiul attention that I
f Iven lo ads broaght t oflke.

JEMEZ HOT
V'. VSrT

AMUSEMENTS
C ASINO---- T
ON I G HT

H Evening Citizen Wants!

Dissolution Notice.
This is to certify that Frank Der-lck- s
and A. C. Cox, proprietors of tno
Cut-Of- f
saloon and club at Belen, have
dissolved partnership, dissolution taking plate on September 4, by mutual
consent, the second party to the agreement assuming all outstanding
acNasal Catarrh quickly yields to trci.t.
counts and collecting all bills.
by Ely's Cream l;a!m, which is cgrce-abl- y
merit
FRANK 1) BRICKS,
aromatic. It is rce:vid through the
A. C. COX.

v
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Kodol
Dyspepsia Cure

0

oo..

HOISTING
HAS BEEN

MACHINERY

OUR SPECIALTY

FOR THIRTY YEARS

:

r

fi , ilttst

r

Indigestion causes th stomach to
swell, and puff up against th
heart This crowds the heart and interferes with its action, and in th court l "AMERICA'S SUMMER RESORTS."
No. 3 of the New York Central's
km th heart becomes diseased.
"Four-TracSeries," contains a carefully engraved mnp of the territory
from Denver to New York, Boston,
Montreal and 'Bar Harbor, with descriptions and rates to a large number
of resorts. For a copy send a
stamp to George II. Daniels, Generul
digest what you eat, takes th strain off Passenger Agent, Grand Central Sta-- !
of th heart, and contributes nourishment tton, New York.
strength and health to every organ of th
COMING" EVEN1 S
body. Cure indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour
Stomach, Inflammation of the mucous
18 to
Ftptemlic-23 Twenty-fiftmembranes lining the Stomach and Digestive Tract Nervous Dyspepsia and CaUrrb Territorial Fair.
of th Stomach.
September 3U "Romoua,'
at the
l'lks' opera house.
After
my food wouM dlstrsts ms
expand

The first is the most crucial tin.e.
!f for the hist tin.e the greatest
event in yoi.i married lives is about
to oi uv. n expectant, how wrapt
up in it yuu (nd ycditelves.
Vou t y to oveiiook. but in vain,
of uncertainty and danthat e.tpw
ger tl ai
j .hp le.-- ie I to expect
of those mothers
iiom liie
and f dt
vho have s:r.jg;vi-through u.ia ord'-ain ignorance of
.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

saflnf
brmakln
Sly teart paipitats and 1 would btcomt ?ary waak.
Finally I sot a bottla of Kodol and It a
ins Immr
tialsraliaf. Attar uilryf a tew bottlat I am aursd.
MRS. LOR1NU NICHOLS, Pann Yin, M. T.

A
Peculiar Disappearance.
J. l. Kunyan, of Butlervlllii. Ohio, lnid
the peculiar UlHappe arance of his pa In- - 9'-it s nipt' ims of liidlKcstlun and tilllioiia-en. to It. King's New l.tfe i'tlls.
I had ttomach tioubla and wa In e bad i'ata as I
ilelw
"Thi-ar a pfrfett remedy for
bad heait trouble with It. I look Kodol Lytpspua says:
dizziness, sour stoimich. headarhe, con- Curt for about lour uouhi ana it curad ma.
Mtp.uion. etc '. iiuaruntefrU; at all drua
D. KAUBLB, Mafada.
gluts. J Th e, 2bc

a

Ditfests
Ullu

What You Eat

t,jUU buldt
Cft M M..
trial, or K cut in,

1M

o.tiwm
mwMii
SO. ,Oal..., i

For ;:ule by all drugt'iats.

STEAM,

ELECTRIC. COMPRESSED AIR, GAS OR
Write us your conditions and we can supply your
cial Hoist Catalogue on application.

The
1621-163-

Hendrie
9

&

Bolthoff

Seventeenth Street,

GASOLINE.

want.

Spe-

Mfg. and Supply Co.
DENVER,

COLORADO

-

IT IS
BREAD
FLOUR.

EASY
WITH

MAKE
lu CLUB

GOOD

HOUSt

Subscribe fur The C'itUtn and get
'.tie news.

Furniture
Bargains. .

We are now open for business, with
a new and secondhand line of furniture, at 114 South Fourth street, In

the Gleckler building.
IRVAN

&

HAYGOOD.

jj

PAGE

EIGHT.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER

LOCAL AN J)

l'JOKSOXAL

'!'

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Partly cloudy tonight and 8unday,
with local showers In eastern portion. .Warmer Sunday and north por.
tion tonight.

New Styles for

O

o

ufacturers and are Ruaranteed to give satisfaction.
Our women's $2.50 shoes are genuine hand turns ana welts,
full of style and wear. Our Women's $3 shoes look as snappy
and are as good aa any shoe you have been paying $3.60 for.
Our Women's Sorosls Shoes at $3.50 the considered the standard of fine footwear the wo; Id over.
In our Men's $3.50 Shoes, you pet the biggest value In
style and wear. Our Man's $3 line will surprise you, with Its
swell looks, real comfort and wearing quality, and our Men's
$2.50 and $2 shoes look well enough for' a dress shoe and are
strong enough for a work shoe.
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120,

South Second St.
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Finish ott Fall

House Cleaning

with a coat of Heath & Milligan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You wl',1 find It most satisfactory, Inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also have a large stock of lum- ber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint KoteRoofing.
ALBUQUERQUE

LUMBER

CO.

First Street and Marquette

Office of Ostoimopr & Co.. New York, Aug. 22, 1905.
'
O. W. Strong's Sons, Albuqtierque, N. M.
Gentlemen We acknowledge with thanks, your favor of the 17th,
ordering fifty "Ostcrinoor' mattresses, assorted coverings, which carries
with ft exclusive sale for your city.

The twenty mattresses osdered previously were being shipped
when we wrote our last letter, and we do not include this twenty In
your order for the fllty. We trust this will be satisfactory to vou, as
ft means that we must refuse to slip any other ordeis from Albuquerque.
We shall proceed with the worx on the fifty at the earliest moment,
and trust to be able to ship them within the next few weeks. Again
thanking you for this large order, we are very truly yours,
OSTERMOOK
CO.

O. W.

STRONG'S SONS

Furniture

Installment

Crockery, Rugs
Tapestry

A

Specialty

DIAMONDS
Diamondi are jdwayi in ordir. We can Ulk Diamond to you at
bma. They are an invcttment, aad a good investment at the pricei we
selling them. We have tome exquitite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Ring
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in
store and price them.

Watches, Tewelry and Silverware

any
are
and
our

Stocks of Ready

BOND OF NEW TREASURER

.lames D. Lucas, the well known
mining expert of Cerrillos, is In the
ctly today on business.
Mrs. Joe Bibo, of High street, Is
enjoying a visit from her sister, Mrs.
A. Harris, who arrived from San Francisco last night.
T. W. Decker, sales agent for the
Aniciican Lumber Company, returned
to the city last night from a trip
east.
Ike Gtaham, who was back In Illinois visiting relatives and friends at
Danville, has returned to the city. He
reports having had a fine vacation.
W. H. Ray of the Alvarado, left
this morning for Lawrence, Kan.,
where. he is called by the serious illness of his mother.
Miss Viola O. Kremer, musical
at the city public schools, will
sing a solo at the First Methodist
church tomorrow morning.
Miss Gertrude Wilson, who has
been the guest of ber aunt, Mrs. J. E.
Saint, left this morning for her home
at Wlnfield, Kansas.
Tonight at the Casino the vaudeville artists who arrived last night
direct from the Orpheum circuit, wilt
make their first appearance.
Manager S. C. Jackson of the American Lumber Company, returned this
morning from a business trip to the
company's logging camps In the Zuni
mountains.
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer will represent
the Congregational church with Rev.
I. W. liarron, the pastor, at an ordination service to be held tomorrow afternoon at Los Ranches de Atrisco.
Regular meeting of the Fraternal
Union of America,
this (Saturday)
evening. All members are requested
to lie present and to bring an invited
friend. Refreshments will be served.
President W. O. Tight, of the University, went to Santa Fe this morning to attend a meeting of the Territorial Board of Education, which con
'
vened there this afternoon.
H. .1. Stone, the well known piano
tuner with Learnard & Llndeniann, returned to the city yesterday from a
three weeks' visit to Long Beach and
other California resorts.
Byron S. Harvey, who has charge of
the dining car service of the Harvey
system, passed through the city this
morning en route east from a trip to
the coast, accompanied by his family.
Ail members of Adah Chapter, Xo.
5, O. E. S., are requested to meet at
the residence of Mrs. J. E. Miller, No.
G02 South Arno street, tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock. Business of Importance. Laura Fluke, secretary.
Charles Peterson, a motorman in
the employ of the Albuquerque Traction Company, who has been confined
to his home for the past six weeks
with a severe attack of typhoid fever,
was able to be about for the first
time today.
A. A. Keen, the territorial land commissioner, who recently visited the
famous Pecos valley on land matters,
came In from the north last night, and
will spend Sunday with Mrs. Keen,
returning to his headquarters at Santa Fe Monday morning.
Rev. R. M. Craig, formerly of this
city, in charge of the Presbyterian
missions In New Mexico and Arizona,
but who was transferred to New York
several months ago, as superintendent
In charge of the mission schools in
the Vnited States and Porto Rico, arrived In the city last night and will

ALSO PASSES RESOLUTIONS PROVIDING FOR FURNFOR

TBI! ii

Scores of Beautiful Patterns
Many Splendid

New Styles

For weeks past we have been receiving dally shipments
of handsome fall weight suits, till our store by now, Is
fairly filled to overflowing x The stock is complete; It
contains every style now manufactured and hundreds of
new patterns x Every individual suit Is tailored and finished In the best possible manner, every suit material
is guaranteed to give satisfaction x
We urge you to stop in and look over the new stocks
to see the new style show x

The Ladies of the Maccabees will
tive a dance a.t tffe Elks' ball room
Friday evening, September 22. TickAPPOINTED OFFICERS.
ets, $1. The Woodmens' orchestra
The Board of County Commission- will furnish the music.
ers met this afternoon at the court
Get a chicken dinner, family style,
house in spe. ial session for the purpose of approving the bond of Justo at the Columbus Hohnl tomorrow."
R. Armljo, the newly appointed counWE AIM TO PLEASE BOTH EYE
ty treasurer, livery member of the
AND PALATE. LOOK
OUT FOR
board waa present.
The first business taken up was the FIRST SHIPMENT OF FLAME TOAttorneys KAY GRAPES. SIZE, FLAVOR AND
bond of Jhe new treasurer.
ES-UNSURPASSABLE.
W. B. Chlldcrs and K. W. Dobson, BEAUTY
counsel for K. A. Hubliell, appeared MERELDA GREEN LABEL ON ALL
before the board and suggested that W. JENKS' FRUIT, FOR SALE AT
the members examine the sureties on JAFFA GROCERY COMPANY AND
the bond. After considerable discus- A. J. MALOY.
sion the board decided that this was
not necessary, inasmuch as the bond
had already been approved by Judge
Ablott.
Tho fomal approval of the bond
then took place, Chairman Grunsfeld
of the board approving the bond, together with Commissioner Springer,
they both affixing their signatures to
the bond. Commissioner Sanchez did
not affix hU signature to the bond.
The board, upon the recommendation of District Attorney Clancy, then
passed a resolution making an order
upon the removed officials to surrender their offices, together with the
records, etc., to their successors.
The board then passed a resolution, upon the recommendation of Mr.
Clancy, providing for office quarters
Call
for the new ollicers, and the purchase
necessary
papers
books,
of the
and
other paraphernalia for the proper
of
such offices.
conduction
Another resolution authorizing the
board to provido for the securing of
a loan large enough to cover the ex
penses of the coming term of court
was also passed, in addition, it was
also ordered that notices be published
In the dally papers notifying the nub
lie that the bnaid had recognized the
new officers and all official business
should be transacted with them.
Belting,
Considerable Interest was aroused
by the meeting. There was present
notft the treasurers, both sheriffs
both school superintendents and num
erous spectators.
OFFICES

ISHING
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Don't miss the Sunday dinner at
Roberts' Restaurant.

BOARD
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F. F. TROTTER
and

S.

Sailing Poivdei

j

from San Diego, Cal.
Mrs. Dave Summers, of San Mar-claIs In the city the guest of Mr.
O and Mrs. J. A. Summers.
Attorney Felix Lester, accompanied
by Mrs. lister, returned last night
from a week's visit In Denver.

THE WOMAN BEHIND
THE POCKETBOOK.
Is the customer we appeal to. To be
sure, she wants the best grocery staples and table luxuries, but she wants
no overcharging for that "best." We're
not a bit afraid of her, for the simple reason that our
can't be
beaten for the same quality. As a
matter of convenience, we will call for
and deliver orders at regular stated
Intervals, or In a hurry if you use the
'phone.
N'os. 118

east, 7:30 p. m.
east, 10:30 p. m.
west, fi:45 p. m.
west, 7:53 a. m.

the life Insurance
agent of this city, is up north on business.
C. A. Wright, of the Alvarado curio,
returned this morning from a pleasure
trip to California.
.Mrs. R. Schwod, niotner of Mrs.
.lames E. Tierney. Is here on a visit
W.

We respectfully lnvi'e you to rail and examine our new
styles in Men's, Women's and Children's Shoes.
They represent the products of the most progressive man-
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Kittyjlanca.
The girl stood on the burning deck"
Whence all but her had fled.
She wouldn't leave until she got
Her hat on straight, she said.
Judge.

Fall and Winter

ooooooooao

1, from
7, from
8, from
2, from

Again, Magnificently Complete

Sold cn its Merits

OF TRAINS.

ARRIVAL
Xo.
Xo.
Xo.
Xo.

spend a few days here Rev. Cralj
has been at Siti'a K 'he past week,'
where he Is making arrangement ior
the location of a largo Presbyterian
mission schoolwholesale and reM. Gussar.'if.
US West,
tail cigar niiiniitHi'tiii'T
Railroad avenue, will open a branch,
stoie at 107 Smith Second street, and
will have mm or the largest stocks)
cigars, smoking and
of high gra-l- .
In N''w Mexico.
j
IS
chewing tobie
An 8x10 im li oil painting displayed
In tho window of the Newcomer book
sto.e, on Soii'li Second street, was
sold at aiict.on, among other pictures,!
It Is!
by W. S. !ivjks. for 1125.
"Harvest Time." and Is owned by F. j
Purity, health fulness, j'ood
B. Woodford, who Is now having it
if west
valprobably
the
results,
most
price, hone.-- t
framed. It
ued bit of canvas and oil In New
good.n'l in one are
Mexico.
Word reached this city this morn- tht i.scr.
news of the denth
ing, giving tii"
of W. O. Me. hail in a hospital at Los
Angeles vosieHay. Mr. Meehan was
well known in this city, being chief
8AVI! THH COUPONS.
clerk at the ia'iro.i.1 oliict' on Kouui
Second street before the headquarters
Chicken dinner at Columbus Hotel
were removed to 1.0.1 Angeles. . From
.lero he went to NeedleB, and filled tomorrow.
there an Important railroad position.
On your way home Saturday night,
His death v.i- - from consumption.
drop into the White Elephant, have a
cool bottle, some of our free lunch,
COMMISSIONERS APPROVE
and go home happy.

9, 1905

NEWLY

PRICES ON SUITS RANGE FROM

$J6-

to $30:22

-

SIMON STERN
THE

RAILROAD

AVENUE

CLOTHIER

PLUMBING

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

SOCIAL
DANCE
HALL,
TONIGHT,
MUSIC.
GENTS,

FREE.

AT COLOMBO
GOOD
WITH
50c;
LADIES,

WHITNEY COMPANY

Chicken dinner at Columbus Hotel
tcmorrow.

113-- 1

15-- J

17 South

Fint Street J

401-40-

3

North Fint Street

Oct a chicken dinner, family style,
Coliunbus Hotel tomorrow.
Don't miss the Sunday dinner at
Roberts' Restaurant.

at the

SOCIAL DANCE
HALL,
TONIGHT,
MUSIC.
GENTS,

FREE.

COLOMBO
GOOD
WITH
50c;
LADIES,

the best ever burned.

only Short Order Lunch
in the City. Fine Coffee
2 6 S. Second St.
1

free-burni-

c
F

j

1 1

A

....................................
Dealers In

Flour, Hay,
Grain and the Best
of Meats

Groceries,

IMPORTED GOODS A SPECIALTY
Call
Auto,

John S. Beaven

E

Beth phones.

C21 West Tljeras Road.
'phone, 109. Old 'phone, 276.

at
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CO.
&
E.WIIOLESALl:
J. POST
AND KKTAILr

RDWAlv I.;

A

--
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Our women's Annehalr house slippers give the most comfort and wear
for the least money. The uppers are
of soft kid, the soles are flexible, yet
heavy enough to be worn around the
yard. These slippers are made on a
straight last and can be worn either
rights or lefts. They cost but $1.50 at
C. May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

Its freedom

Quab
from impurities, 1U
itles and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
Absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kind-

FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
board. Mrs. Lizzie Westerfeld, 511
South Broadway.

iThe

P. LOMMORI & MATTEUCCI

The Clarkville coal we sell principally, like the Father of His Country,
oa a reputation second to none, and
you know, If you've tried It, that It's

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

merchants

OCOOOCXXXOCOOOC)COOOOOOO

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.

AT

IIAUmVAKI'

FEW LEADERS IN OUR LINE

STUDEBAKERS'
TEAD THE WORLD. More Studebaker
Wagons used today than any other (3)
three makts combined. Best obtainable

THE HOME OF THE DUTCHESS
We have just received the best line of medium priced
working and business pants in America

wood stock used in constructing the "Studebaker" and is seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.

Chop! Chop I Chop I

THE GUARANTEE
10c for a button, $1.00 for a rip or a new pair

Isn't It, to get down the
chopping bowl and knife and prepare
something ior the next meal?
But the tiresome method Is out of date.
You can do the work with Sargent's
Gem Food Choppe r and do It
better with but little labor. The
Gem chops all kinds of food In
coarse, medium nr finft nieres n? rift- sired. Useful In the preparation of substantiate and
desserts. You need It In your kitchen every day.
Tiresome,

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over
our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Cream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.

,

Ask For Dutchess Trousers

$1.7s

2'5

&2-7- S

$3-

$4.00

-

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second Street

110 West Gold Avenue

It

B.

J, rOSTf3l
flbuquerque.

CO.,

MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
PROMPT DKLl VhitY ON KY1.PY Pl'ItCllASt

215 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO

